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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
THE MARKET ORGANIZATION OF UTAH AGRICULTURE
Food marketing may be thought of as the connecting link between the
production of basic agriucltural products and delivery of finished,
processed food commodities to the consumer. It may be defined as the
performance of all business activities invol ved i~ the flow of food
products and services from the point of initial agriucltural production
until they are in the hands of consumers.
Table i provides an overview of the various measures of
competitiveness and implications of each. Each of these measures contributes to our knowledge of the competitive nature of the various
segments of agriculture.
Whi 1 e Uta h pro d uc e s a s i g n i f i can tam 0 un t 0 f s eve r a 1 co mm 0 d i tie s
(including sheep and lambs, cheese, turkeys, barley, alfalfa hay, sweet
cherries, tart cherries, and storage onions), Utah's share of national
production in small. Producers participating in agricultural markets in
Utah generally operate in environments which are not competitive.
In terms of pri ces recei ved, producers in Utah are genera 11 y at a
pri ce di sad vantage wi th the exception of some fruits and food and feed
grains. Peach and apricots prices are strong relative to prices
received throughout the U.S. Utah apple prices are higher than U.S~
average prices but lower than those received in neighboring states.
Livestock prices are relatively weak when compared to U.S. average
prices and prices received in surrounding states. Similar results are
found for Utah's major vegetable items: potatoes and onions. These
prices suggest smaller, more widely dispersed producers operating in
markets which are not very competitive.
More specifically, Utah's cattle market can hardly be classified as
competitive. Concentration ratios are very high for packers and wholesalers. Some product differentiation has been attempted, particularly
for beef and pork. Ri val fi ms wou 1d ha ve an extreme 1y di ffi cu 1 t ti me
gaining access to local markets. There has not been any significant
growth in market demand; thereby reduci ng competi ti ve i nfl uences. The
demand for beef (and other meats) are quite inelastic. All of these
factors suggest a noncompetitive market. However, this does not mean
that additional competition could be introduced, except at significant
public expense, since the size of the local market is small relative to
major producing areas. The existence of other feeding/slaughtering
faciltities would not substantially improve the present marketing
environment unl ess producers were abl e to integrate forward into the
packing sector.
Utah ' s grai n markets are reasonab 1y competi ti vee The pri ces api d
to Utah's grain producers are generally strong relative to those paid in
surrounding areas and the U.S.
Concentration ratios are not
part i cu 1 ar 1y hi gh when all fi rms are con s i dered. Howe ver, the concentration ratio increases dramatically if only interstate firms are con-
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Table i.

Measures of Competitiveness and Associated Implications.

CATE<mY

~stRES

t.

a.

SlRLCTlRE

~l<Bt

Concentration

b. PrcdLct Of fferentlatlon

CEFINITION

1MFt.ICATION

9lare of marl<Bt controlled
by 4 or 5 largest firms.

I f I ndustry I s control I ed by a few, Ilrge
firms, su:h firms often eeerclse In"PfTopr I a~ marl<Bt beMv lor.
I f a prodLct I s perce I ved as d I Herent,
the fIrm controlling the sale of such a
product may eeerci se eecess Ive market

It> Illty to dl stlngul sh ",<>tr
p-oduct fran ~ canpe1lters.

power.

2.

3.

O>ndLct

Ease of mill ty to enter a
partlcullr Industry.

c.

&t1ry <hndltloos

do

Q-owth In DEmm1d

~te

ell

DEmand Elasticity

Percentage change In sales
for a given percentage
change In fT loe.

a.

A-lcI ng fbi Icy

Explicit JTlce a;reanents,
pr I ce I eadersh I p, and
collusion.

b.

ProdLct fbi Icy

Product dt fferentlatlon,
JToduct advert I sing.
service gUlrmtees, etc.

c.

<herc I va O>ndLct

Performance a.

at wnfch marl<Bt expands.

t)

Pr Ice OJttl ng

2)

Vertical Intec;ratlon kqulre firms that ere
sl4'pl ylng a- supplied by
the firm In questIon.

SubJ ect.lve Canplrl son

Reduce JTlce stbstantlally

ktlons of f Irmlf ndustry
ere Judged agaInst
assumed positive actIons
of a hypothetical canpetltlve finn

Market forces may not result In resoc.roes
being paid their true value In marl<Bts
where no new fIrms can enter.
If g-owth In marl<Bt dElMnd I s stagnant,
few new firms can en1er the market eel stl ng f Inns lMy exercl se excess Ive
control.
I f the danand for a ,rodLct Is Inel astfC,
a change In fTlce will not change sales
to the sme ectent. Relatively
speaking, the "sales effect" Is less
than the "JTlce effect" mld total
revenue will decline If fTlce Is
reduced. If dEl'Mnd Is Inelastic,
firms can eeErC I se s:me contro I OIEr
the fTlce they receive and hlJYe the
ab II I ty to exErC I sa I nna,ropr I ate
INrket beh~ lor. I f dEJMnCf I s el ast Ic.
fIrms h8Ve lIttle or no control OIEr
the JT Ice they rece I va. .
If flnns h~, either Implicitly or
explIcItly, established JTlces that
they wIII charge for a prodLct, an
unfaIr use of market power results
and other market part I c I pants ere at
a dlSltdvantage.
A-act I cas, wh Ich I f used I nappropr I ate I y •
can resu I tin the exerc I se of excess t ve
marl<Bt control a- power by a sing I e
fIrm a- group of fIrms.

Pr Ices are reduced, not I n response to
nc>nM1 canpetltlva JTesstres, but In
an attEmpt 10 el 1m I na1e canpetl ng
firms.
By p trchas I ng fIrms that are supp I y I ng
inputs or that ptrchase a fIrm's
prodLcts, sign I f Icant bllT I ers 10
entry can be raised md a:mpetltlon
effect~vel y redu:ed.
A--esunlt> I y, I f a firm Is act I ng contrary
to the accepted JTactlces of a canpetftlve firm, then that finn (or group of
firms) Is ImposIng sane cost of society
and society might be made better off If
su:h actions were discontinued.

;;;

sidered. Few attempts have been made to differentiate grains except at
the retail 1 eve 1 for cerea 1 products. Whi 1 e sub stant i a 1 entry barri ers
exist, they result primarily from the large capital investment required
for elevator construction. A serious problem facing the State's grain
producers is the inelastic demand curve facing grains and grain
products. While more market outlets exist for grain than for any other
agricul tural commodity in Utah, this does not mean that producers are
able to exert any significant control over the prices that they receive.
Because most grains are marketing nationally and internationally, prices
are determined outside of the in-state supply/demand situation.
The present structure of the dairy market as presently influenced
by the existence of Federal orders is certainly noncompetitive in
nature. It appears that structural changes which have occurred over
time have essentailly modified the market power of fluid milk processors. The markets in most areas are now dominated by relatively large,
farmer-owned cooperatives and food store chains. The integration of
chains and farmer cooperatives into processing and the rise of large
milk bargaining associations have brought about changes in the market -the most significant of which is that homogenous milk puts fluid milk
processors and milk manufacturers toegether in the same market. While
such integration may create an environment wherein coercive conduct "may
occur, such conduct cannot be substantiated in the Utah marketing areas.
The marketin~ environment for fruits and vegetables in Utah is
presentl y noncompetiti ve, and the outlook for the future, even shoul d
production expand, is that the noncompetitive nature of the market will
continue for the most part. This means that buyers of the produce in
the state exercise some form of market power. This power exists because
Utah production of fruits and vegetables is small relative to the major
produci ng regi ons. Because of the market power exerci sed by 01 i gopsonistic buyers, wholesale prices received for large lot produce does not
refl ect the margi na 1 contri buti on of the produce in con sumpti ons as it
would if perfectly competitive markets existed in the area. Such a
market environment does, however, provide impetus for developing out-ofstate markets, upgrading packaging and transportation standards, and
shipping produce to these distant markets. It also provide stimulus for
smaller producers to join in a cooperative marketing effort to either
counter the market power of the buyers to negotiate for prices which are
closer to their marginal contribution or to integrate forward into
produce processing or marketing channels.
Similar to national trends, the number of food processing firms
have declined in utah. Except for grocery stores, the concentration
ratio of the various food entitites in utah is quite high. Except for
the 1 imited number of major food companies which own/operate food processing facilities in Utah, there is no evidence of significant conglomerati on of di versi fi cati on.
Growth in the food industry slowed
appreciably during the 1970's, thereby increasing the possibility that
undue market power may be exercised by some firms. With some
exceptions, utah has not participated in the shift to "commodity" processed food items. This is the area which offers the greatest potential
of expansion, though detailed engineering studies have yet to be com-

;v
pleted. Producers may improve their financial position should they
forward integrate into processing providing that such a possibility
proves vi ab 1e.
Utah's present farm structure exacerbate the marketing issues noted
above. Despite the decline in commercial farm numbers, there are many
more cOrmlod i ty producers than commod i ti y buyers. Furthermore, many of
the producers are not in vol ved in "commerci al" agri cu 1 ture in that offfarm job s he 1 p to support agri cut 1 ura 1 acti viti es. Producers wi 1 1, on
balance, continue to be price takers both for inputs purchased and
output so 1 d. Acti ons whi ch un; te or group numerous sma 1 1er producers
would also serve to improve their relative bargaining position.
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CHAPTER I
AGRICULTURAL MARKETING:

AN OVERVIEW

Introduction

Food marketing may be thought of as the connecting link between the
production of basic agricultural products and delivery of finished,
pro c e sse d f 00 d co mm 0 d i tie s tot he con sum e r • A br 0 ado v e r vie w 0 f the
food marketing system is shown in Figure 1. The marketing of food
products is, in reality, a market system.
It consists of many
interrelated component parts that contribute toward an overall industry
goal of delivering food commodities to the final consumers.
Thi s system, whi ch bri ngs a vast array of food products together
and places them at the disposal of over 225 mill ion Americans and
countless foreign customers, is extremely complex and comprises a
si gni fi cant component of both the nati ona 1 economy and 1oca 1 or state
e con om i e s ( Ke i t h, eta 1 .).
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t4arketing can be defined as the performance of all business
activities involved in the flow of food products and services from the
point of initial agricultural production until they are in the hands of
consumers. Food marketing is neither a mechanical nor an automatic
operation. There are some economic conflicts within the food marketing
system. Consumers are interested in securing the highest food value at
the lowest possible cost. Farmers want the highest possible returns
from the sale of their products. Food marketing middlemen seek to earn
the greatest profit possible.
If the definition given above can be accepted, two essential
characteristics of the process become evident: (1) the marketing
process is one of movements; it is a series of actions and events that
take place in sequence; and (2) some form of coordination of this series
of events and activities is necessary if goods and services are to move
in an orderly fashion from the hands of producers into the hands of
consumers.
Between two forces -- the agricultural producer and the consumer -is the marketing system. This complex system is partly composed of
business firms engaged in physical and technological activities and run
by managers who make the necessary decisions and direct people. A meat
processing firm, for instance, must assembl e the animal s, the proper
slaughter equipment and people, and then organize and direct these into
the finished product and move it to consumers. Another part of the
system, however, is mad'e up of those firms and organizations whose
activities establish the selling prices of the va~ious ingredients and
also the various arrangements, contacts, and organizations insure an
orderly and purposeful flow of goods and services.
This whole system must operate within certain boundaries that are
largely set by somewhat independent conditions. Certainly, the type of
marketing system that can evolve is dictated to a large degree by what
we might call social capital -- that is, resources that ar·e created by
the society itself and are generally available to it. A large,
specialized, and complex marketing system is not possible without a
well-developed transportation and communication system. Neither can a
modern business system operate without an orderly society which can
enforce and regul ate such things as contractual agreements and a monetary system. Modern machinery and business can be properly operated
only by a literate people who are the products of an educational system.
In addition, the behavior of the marketing system is al so 1 imited
by the rules and norms that exist in a society. In this country,
collusion or kickbacks in business dealings are not generally acceptab 1 e. In other parts of the wor 1 d, such practi ces are accepted, even
required.
Marketing has developed in importance and compl exity as economic
deve 1 opment and speci ali zati on ha ve increased our producti ve capaci ty
and separated food producers from consumers. Very early in the development of any economy, people realize that some are better adapted to
certain kinds of activities than others. Thus, they specialize in their
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work. This specialization tends to increase the output of the different
activities. As specialization has developed, so has the need for
marketi ng.
Another aspect of speci ali zati on has been the growth of
-urban a~eas~ As specialization increased the output from the farms,
workers were re 1 eased to the ci ti es, whi ch served to further increase
industrial output. This movement, in turn, forced development of
improved transportati on and communi cati on systems. The i nterre 1ati onship between the increasing productivity of the agricultural production
process and the development of an adequate marketing system is now
generally known. Yet, for many commodities, the organization of
existing markets is only partially understood.

(-
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CHAPTER II
MARKET ORGANIZATION:

A BRIEF REVIEW

Introduction
There are really two sides to any market: buyers and sellers.
Much, if not all, that can be said for one side of the market 1 ikewise
applies to the other.
Pure or perfect competition actually implies that there really is
no competition in the sense that individual buyers and sellers, in
making business decisions, do not have to take into account the impact
of the actions of other economic units. This occurs because those
individual firms are so small in relation to the total market that their
inf1 uence is imperceptible to other buyers and sellers. Hence, the
firms do not compete against one another but rather operate independently, almost as if they had no control over the economic environment in
which they operate.
The traditional definition of "perfect competition" requires that
four criteria be met. First, there must be a large number of buyers and
sellers in the market. No single buyer or seller should be able to
exert a significant influence over input or product prices. Second, it
is assumed that all resources are perfectly mobile, which means that
inputs such as 1 abor and physi ca 1 or fi nanci a 1 capi ta 1 must be ab 1e to
enter or leave the market with relative ease. It al so implies that
resources can be switched from one use to another. Third, it is assumed
that the products being produced by these many firms are homogeneous.
That is, a product from any i ndi vi dua 1 producer cannot be di sti ngui shed
from the same product from any other producers. Fourth, al 1 market
participants possess perfect knowledge.
Its h0 u'l d be 0 b v i 0 us t hat few i nd us t r i e s, i fan y, w0 u 1 d me e t the
criteria imposed above. Some have suggested that production agriculture
comes close to this situation but even it cannot meet these criteria.
Consequently, it becomes necessary to examine other possible structural
forms.
The following list has ,been developed to acquaint the reader with
what are consi dered to be the a 1 ternati ve organi zati ona 1 forms present
in today's business world. Often times, the terms "poly" or "polistic"
are used to describe the sell er's side of the market; the terms " sony "
or "sonistic" are used to describe the buyer's side of the market.
Hence, the first three refer to the sell ing side of the market, whi 1 e
the latter three refer to the market for inputs.
1.

Monopoly:

total supply controlled by one seller.

2.

Oligopoly: While more than one seller exists, few enough exist
so that the actions of one or several can have a significant
effect upon the market price to other sellers.
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3.

Monopolistic Competition: The existence of many sellers in a
given market. Yet the product of each is, is some way,
different. It is also assumed that there are sufficient
producers so that the actions of one do not significantly
i nf1 uence the pri ce or quanti ty so 1d by the others. Sti 11 ,
each has some control over how much they sell and the price
that they will receive.

4.

Monoposony: Only one buyer of a particular good or service,
the direct antithesis of pure competition on the buying side.

5.

01 igopsony: The existence of more than buyer, but sti 11 few
enough such that the actions of one or several can have -a
significant influence upon the market price of other buyers.

6.

Monopsoni sti c Competi t ion: The ex i stence of many buyers ina
given input market, yet the demand for inputs by each is
somehow differentiated.

This taxonomy of market structure is summarized in Table 1. In
general, market type refers to the price and product characteristics of
a gi ven market.
-Table 1.

A Classification of Alternative Types of Markets
Activity of the Firm

Number of Firms/Product Type
A.
B.
C.
D.

Many Firms/
Homogeneous Product
Many Firms/
Differentiated Product
Few Firms/Homogeneous
or Differentiated
Product
One Firm/
Unique Product

Selling

Buying

Perfectly
Competitive
Monopolistic
Competition

Perfectly
Competitive
Monopsonistic
Competition

Oligopoly

Oligopsony

Monopolist

r~onopsoni

st

While these definitions are of some interest, the impacts of these
various market types on market participants are of the greatest relevance. The three major impacts are price, quantity, and total revenue.
The pri ci ng deci si on of a competi ti ve firm is enti re 1y di fferent from
that of a noncompetitive firm. In fact, for a competitive firm, there
is no pri ci ng po 1 icy -- the fi rm is a pri ce taker The pri ce obta i ned
is not a function of how much is produced or readied for sale. Price is
independent of quanti ty. Thi s means that each producer can produce as
much as possible and, technically, a given price will always be the
same.
o
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For the monopolist, price and quantity are inversely related. The
price that a seller asks for a product will also determine the amount of
the product whi ch can be sol d. If the pri ce is lowered, more wi 11 be
, sol d. If the price is increased, 1 ess wi 11 be sol d. These rel ationships are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2.

Price and Quantity Relationships for Various Types of Markets.

Type of Firm

Price, Quantity, and Revenue Relationships

Competitive

For individual firms, price is not a
function of quantity produced/readied for
sale. Total revenue increases as more is
produced and so 1d.

Non Competitive Firms

Price is related to quantity sold;
mo no pol i s tis and 01 i gop 01 i s tis ge nera 1 1 y
face demand curves where quantity is more
unresponsive to price changes than faced by
monopolistically competitive firms. Total
revenue impacts are a fun c t i 0 no f the
lie 1 asti ci ty" of demand.

Whether income or total revenue likewise declines or increases is a
function of the nature of the demand curve facing a particular commodity. If the qua·ntities purchased are not very sensiti ve to changes
in price, the demand curve is said to be lIinelastic or unresponsive.
Thi s means that even if the pri ce is reduced, sa 1 es wi 11 not increase
enough to compensate for the loss in price. In other words, the IIsales
effect (increase in the number sold) will be less than the price effect
(decrease in price). Consequently, if the price is lowered, total
returns or revenue will decline. Conversely, if prices are raised,
total returns will increase.
ll

ll

If the quanitities purchased are quite sensitive to changes in
price, the demand curve is said to be lIelastic or responsive. That is,
if the price is lowered, the increase in sales more than compensates for
the decline in price. The sales effect is greater than the price effect
and total earnings or revenue increases.
ll

It can be suggested that most, if not all, the industries for which
we are familiar, including agriculture, are not competitive. Consequently, most sectors face a situation where sales can be increased
only if price is reduced or if the product is differentiated in some way
so that demand for it is increased. While the effect might not be the
same for all industries, there will be a price and quantity effect that
must be taken account of before market expansion can become effective.
However, for individual agricultural producers, sales can be increased
without adversely impacting price.
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The social problem with noncompetitive industries are generally
that they produce less than is desired by society and charge a higher
price for that which they do sell. On the other side of the market, a
monopsonist pays a lower price for the things which it buys and
purchases less of it than is socially desirable. Agricultural producers
often find themselves in between a noncompetitive seller (merchandising
production inputs) and a noncompetitive buyer (purchasing the commodities produced by the farmer or rancher). Consequently, they are
often in a position where they have little power over the price they pay
for inputs and little control over the price they received for their
output. When pressures come from both directions, as they often do, the
producer is most often the one to find returns reduced. This has often
been referred to as a "Price-Cost" squeeze.
Another issue which al so needs to be discussed is economies of
"size" or "scale." That simply means that there are sufficient savings
when a production process or plant is enlarged, that the average cost of
producing any particular item is reduced with the increase in size. As
an example, it is possible that a large milling operation is much less
costly on a per unit basis than a smaller one even though the processes
employed in each might be the same. Reasons for economies associated
with size or scale are efficiencies associated with larger capital
borrowings, continuous operation of a faci 1 ity, combined or integrated
management, etc. Essenti all y, if capaci ty can be increased wi thout a
proportional increase in fixed cost, per unit production costs can often
be reduced and additional economies of size and scale can be realized.
This last issue is important in understanding why there has been
such a strong movement toward 1arger producti on and processi ng plants
and why production of various commodities has become more concentrated.
Economies of size, when coupled with the benefits derived from specialization and trade, explain much of the movement of most vegetable and
fruit commodities and meat animals and associated processing. In fact,
thi s trend toward 1arger si zed fi rms also tends to reduce the competitiveness of an industry or area.
While somewhat difficult to grasp at first, these concepts are
critical in gaining an understanding of market structure and performance
for Utah's agricultural industry. Utah's ability to compete in agricultural markets will, to a great extent, depend on the competitive balance
maintained between buyers and sellers.
In trying to determine exactly how the market operates for various
commodities, several methodologies can be employed. These methodologies
are generally cl assified under the titles "structure," "conduct," or
"performance (Figure 2).
Each approaches the issue of market organization from a slightly different perspective.
ll
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Market Structure

Market structure is often discussed in reference to five separate
measures: market concentration, product differentiation, entry conditions, growth in market demand, and demand elasticity.
Market COQcentration
Market concentration is defined as the degree to which the supply
(or demand) of the product is control led by the largest firms (or
buyers) in the industry. The concentration ratio is a measure that
takes account of both the number and size distribution of firms within
an industry. A concentration ratio is computed by the following steps:
(1) rank the firms in order (by total sales) from the largest down to
the smal lest, (2) start from the top and calculate the percent of total
industry output for each firm in the industry.
The market concentration ratio is an easily interpreted number. It
indicates the percent of total sales concentrated in the hands of the
top industry firms. The greater the concentration ratio in an industry
or product class, the greater are the chances that the intensity, character; and efficiency of competition among sellers will be less than if
the concentration ratios were lower. As the number of firms or individual s in that market decl ines, the ability to control that market,
individually or collectively, is increased.
Product
Differentiation
c
Product differentiation is defined as the existence of different
preferences in .the minds of consumers for individual brands of a
product. A firm can introduce special features, designs, styles, brand
names, conditions of sale, or other changes in order to differentiate
its product from that of its competitors or rivals in the industry. The
purpose is to make its output appear to be different from that of other
firms. The responsiveness of demand is partially determined by the
availability of substitute products.
Product differentiation appears to be an important element in how
firms in an industry behave and the success with which they can gain a
larger share of the market. The more clearly differentiated the
product, the closer that firm approaches monopoly.
Entry Conditions
c
Entry conditions are defined as those market conditions that affect
the potential supply of rival firms ready to enter the industry, and the
ease of entry is another significant aspect of market structure
affecting the competitiveness of the industry. There are several types
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of barriers to entry. One is scale economies; a concept which was
discussed earlier. Essentially, the low point on the long-run average
total cost curve occurs at an output level that comprises a substantial
portion of the aggregate industry demand for the product. A single
1 arge firm, which has achieved all or most of the scale economies, is
often capable of supplying the entire market. Another type of barrier is
due to absolute cost disadvantage. Because of long experience in
developing technical know-how or a lack of local resources, established
firms may have an advantage that new firms could not obtain without
consi derab 1 e effort and expense. Another barri er to entry is product
d iff ere nt i at ion. A new firm 0 f ten doe s not ha vet her e cog nit ion t hat
established, successful firms do. These aspects are frequently used to
evaluate barriers to entry in a particular industry. The rapid turnover
of firms in industries such as agriculture and retail trade and services
is a sign of low entry barriers. The low rate of turnover in wholesal ers and processors is an indication of the significant barriers to
entry.
Growth in Market Demand
6

The rate of growth in market demand can pl ay an important rol e in
the degree of competition in particular industries. In an industry with
an expanding demand (a growth industry) firms are more likely to behave
competitively than in one with a stable demand.
Demand Elasticity
The price responsiveness (elasticity) of demand for the output of
an industry can also affect the way in which firms in the industry
behave. If, as prices rise, purchases are not substantially reduced, it
is difficult for any single firm to exercise inappropriate control. It
may lead to the same differences in behavior as described above for
firms in a fast-growth versus slow-growth industries.
In summary, one can identify many elements of market structure, but
seller concentration, product differentiation, entry barriers, growth in
demand, and demand elasticity are the most important. Of these five,
the first three are the most critical in influencing market structure.
Market Conduct

Market conduct is defined as the firms' policies toward their
market and to their rival s in the market. The discussion of market
conduct will be divided into three major areas of behavior: sell ing
(buying) price, product, rival s.
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Prising Policies:
Some market participants see their actions as directly affecting
that of every other firm. These participants also know that these other
firms will react to what they do. The pricing policies that often
follow this recognition are interfirm agreements, price leadership, or
tacit collusion. The interfirm agreements are simply agreements between
firms to establish a price for the commodities in question. Price
leadership occurs when a single, dominant firm (usually the largest and
best-established) announces a price for its product. Other firms react
and follow this firm's lead since their products compete directly with
it. Tacit collusion is a situation that occurs when all firms act
similarly, though independently, of one another.
Product ? Policies
Product pol icies can assume many forms ranging from real or
apparent product differentiation to the amount of advertising cost or
the service guarantees on the product. Product strategies are difficult
to interpret and they can be combined in different ways, each of which
embodies different implications for market performance. Most firms are
more independent with respect to product policies than with respect to
their pricing policies.
Coercive Conduct
Coercive behavior attempts to change the number of participants in
the market. This type of behavior attempts either to drive its rivals
out of the industry or to raise the barriers to entry of potential
firms. Some of the most important types of coercive behavior are
discussed below.
Price Cutting. This is the most obvious and notorious method of
driving a rival out of the industry. Price cutting is a powerful tool
in the hand of a financially strong firm than can force prices down
below cost until the rival firm is eliminated. After the demise of the
rival, the remaining firm is in a position to distort the price
structure.
Vertical Integration. Thi s is a method of coercion whereby firms
may ralse entry barrlers to either potential or actual rivals. A firm
may integrate forward or backward to preclude competition from source of
supp 1y or output.
Market Performance

Market performance is an evaluation of the results of a firm's
behavior and is based upon a comparison with some goal or norm. The
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norms generally used for this comparison include efficiency, full
employment, progression, and equity. The performance of any market,
therefore, is .eval u.ateq . iJ] .terms of how individual firm behavior
contributes to one or more of these goals. If the price is considerably
above long-run margi na 1 or a verage cost of producti on, the presumpti on
is that the firms are extracting extranormal profits and, consequently,
the industry is not competitive. Similar arguments apply to excessive
advertising costs and sluggishness in the adoption of new products and
technologies. The conclusion is that if the performance of the market
is less than that implied by the model of perfect competition, its
structure is one that is other than competitive.
These, then, are measures of market competition. A summary of this
discussion is given in Table 3. It is not possible given available
information to undertake an in-depth analysis of the performance of
various markets found in Utah for all the commodities produced here. It
is possible to use what information is available to draw some inferences
regarding the marketing environment that does exist. In addition, the
implications of these various market forms pertaining to pricing policy,
market expansion, and quantity considerations will also be discussed.
\

Local Market Considerations

Conditions in local markets can dup1 icate many of those found to
exi st throughout the economy. In fact, the factors contri buti ng to the
formation of non-competiti ve markets at the national 1eve1 are exacerbated at the local level. For example, markets are often so thin at the
local level that there simply is not enough size to al low multiple
buyers or sellers. The size of the market is such that it is
inefficient to have many buyers or sellers. For instance, in the cattle
market, the size of the local market might suggest that only one or two
buyers are able to financially deal with the local supply. Whereas, in
a larger or more heavily concentrated supply center, it may be cost
effective for several buyers to work the area. The same may be said
about frui t buyers or brokers. Gi ven the re 1 ati ve 1y sma 11 vo 1 ume and
the widely dispersed nature of fruit and vegetable production in Utah,
it is not cost effective for many brokers to become invo1 ved in the
acquisition process. This, in turn, reduces or possibly even eliminates
local competition. As long as this situation persists, the prices
offered to 1 oca 1 producers wi 11 be 1ess than wou 1d ha ve been recei ved
given a more competitive environment.
Local markets often have been reduced to a monopsony, a single
buyer, or a monopoly, a single seller. This means that little, if any,
price competition will result and local prices received will likely be
lower (higher for a monopolist) than if a stronger competitive position
had been maintained. The implication of this discussion is really quite
simple. As long as production centers are widely dispersed and comparatively small in size, the economic environment will remain noncompetitive.
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Table 3.

Measures of Competitiveness and Associated Implications. -

CA1E<mY

tv£ASlRES

I:EFINITION

IMA..ICATION

1.

a.

Share of market controlled
by 4 or 5 largest f f rms.

I f I ndustry I s control I ed by a few, I erge
fIrms, such fIrms often exercrse Inaptropr I ate market behav lor.
I f a product I s perce I ved as d I f fErent,
the fIrm controllIng the sale of such a
product may exerc I se excess Ive market

SlRLCTlRE

Market Chncentratlon

b. Prcxfuct DIfferentIatIon

I'brt Ity to dIstInguIsh

~lr

troduct fran ~ canpetIttrs.

power.
c.

Entry Chndltlons

EiJse of cb I I Ity to enter a
partIcular Industry.

2.

Chnduct

at wh I ch market expandSo

Q-owth I n

e.

DEmand Elastlcrty

Percentage change In sales
for a gIven percentage
change In !Tlce.

a.

A'"lclng Pol ley

Expllcrt trIce ag-eanents,
pr Ice I eadersh I p, and
collusIon.

b.

Prodoct Polley

Product dl ffErentlatlon,
!Toduct advErtIsIng,
servlee guarantees, etc.

c.

Coerc I ve Chnduct

1)

2)

3.

Dan~nd

de

Per formance a.

Pr lee OJttl ng

RlJte

Reduce !Tlee stbstantlally

VErtleal Integ-ation kqulre fIrms that ere
suppl ylng cr suppl led by
the fIrm In questIon.

Sub] ect.l ve Canper I son

ktlons of finrlfndustry
are Judged aga I nst
assuned posItIve octlons
of a hypothetical canpetltlve finn

Market forces may not result In rerources
beIng paid theIr true value In markets
whEre no new firms can enter.
I f growth I n market danand Is stagnent,
few new firms can enter the market ex I stl ng f I nns may exerc I se excess I ve
control.
If the danand fer a trcxfuct Is Inelastic,
a change In trlee wI I I not change sales
to the sane extent. Relatively
speakIng, the "sales effec~ Is less
than the "tr lee effect" and tota I
revenue wi II decline If prlee Is
reduced. If demand Is InelastIc,
fIrms can exErC I se s::me contro I CNer
the !T lee they rece lve and have the
abrt Ity to exErcise Innatroprlate
market behavler. If denand Is elastle,
firms have Iittl e er no control CNer
the pr Ice they rece I ve.
If finns have, eIther ImplIcItly or
explleltly, establIshed prlees that
they wIII charge fer a product, an
unfaIr use of market power results
and other market part I c I pants ere at
a dl sadvantage.
A'" act Ices, wh leh I f used I nappropr I ate I y ,
can resu I tIn the exErC I se of excess I ve
market control er power by a sIng I e
fIrm cr group of fIrms.

A'" lees are reduced, not I n response to
normal canpetItlve presstres, but In
an a1Tenpt to elImInate canpetlng
firms.
By purchasIng fIrms that ere supplying
Inputs or that ptrchase a fIrm's
prodocts, slgnl fleant barr IErs to
entry can be raIsed and canpetltlon
-effect!ve! y redoced.
A""esl.lllab I y, I f a fIrm f s oct I ng contr cry
to the occepted proctices of a canpetitlve fIrm, then that firm (or group of
firms) is ImposIng sane cost of socIety
and sex: I ety mIght be made better of f I f
soch octlons were dIscontInued.
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Even some of the policies suggested by farm organizations will have
little effect on these markets for the simple reason that Utah's portion
of national or regional production is quite small. Consequently, any
action by Utah producers is expected to have little impact on Utah's
prices received. One suggestion often made, that of forming local
cooperative buying or sell ing associations, can have some impact on
pri ces recei ved and pri ces pai d. It is sti 11 best to remember that a
single local cooperative often replaces a "single local broker or buyer
and the resul ting price change mayor may not be significant. Often,
many of the frustrations felt when dealing with a single buyer will
remain when dealing with single local cooperative. While the identity
of the local buyer may change, the number of local buyers will not
necessarily increase. A local or regional marketing association or
cooperative might provide some additional outlets for the locally
produced commodities, but a strong emphasis on marketing needs to be
maintained. Some options which may prove helpful would be to work into
a larger wholesale chain and market the product under a name that is
already identifiable in the market place. For vegetables or fruit, this
may be possible. For livestock, the options are more limited.
One thing which must be remembered is that a locally produced
product must compete with produce grown elsewhere and that competition
wi 11 occur at home as we 11 as regi ona 11 y. Consequent 1y, the 1oca 11 y
grown produce or commodity must be able ~o compete with similar products
produced elsewhere on a price and quality basis.
One other point, even though some have argued that product quality
is associated with marketability, there are some serious questions
regarding the discriminating nature of the local consumer and just how
broad the demand is for locally produced products, even though those
products may be of superior quality. ~In most work done through the
USDA, there is a strong, though limited, market for locally produced,
high qual ity produce -- incl uding vegetabl es, fruits, and meats.
However, most of the food consumed by the American publ ic is marketed
primarily on the basis of price, with limited attention given to the
homogeneous nature of the product in question, i.e., qual ity. While a
limited local market may be developed on the basis of superior quality,
most consumers are not wil ling to pay the incremental amount necessary
to acquire such produce. A broad, local market must be based on the
ability to compete with production from other areas based on price
competi ti on, assumi ng qua 1 i ty is consi stent.
This is not meant to imply that intensive local markets should not
be vigorously developed and pursued. It is simply intended to point to
the need for broader product/market development if substantial acreages
are to be de voted to hi gher val ued" crops.
II
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CHAPTER III
UTAH AND U.S. PRODUCTION
Introduction
Much of the discussion on marketing actually is related to the
level of production in Utah compared to that found in the region and in
the U.S. Certain types of market structure are intimately related to
the share of the market he 1 d by a parti cu 1 ar fi rm or area. The i nformation which follows is arranged according to commodity groups. Major
producing areas are identified for those commodities which are presently
produced in Utah, as well as for those which no or little production
presently takes place.

Livestock, Dairy, and Poultry
Livestock and dairy production constitute a major share of the
agricultural sector of Utah. Utah had 920 thousand head of cattle (all
catt 1e and ca 1 ves) in 1982; 950 thousand head in 1983; and 865 thousand
head in 1984. Even given these large numbers, 36 states produced more
cattle than did Utah. Utah has consistently produced approximately 1%
of the total cattle in the U.S. as shown in Figure 3. However, the
percentage has been increasing slightly over time as noted in Figure 4.
Major cattle and calve production is centered the Great Plains states
(Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, North and South Dakota, and
Texas); the Corn Bel t states (Ill inois, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio) and much of
the Southcentral portion of the U.S. (Missouri, Georgia, etc.).
Almost 1% of the mil k cows in the U.S. are raised in Utah (Figure
That percentage has not changed much over time. Utah also produces
1% of the mi 1 k produced in the U.S. (Fi gure 6) and thi s has been
i ncreasi ng s 1 i ght 1y over ti me (Fi gure 7). Whi 1e Utah produces on 1y 1%
of the mi 1 k in the nation, more of that mi 1 k is converted into cheese
than is converted in other locations. In fact, 2% of the nation's total
cheese production occurs in Utah (Figure 8). Production has been as
high as 2.5% of the nation's total (Figure 9).
5).

Utah producers raised 40,000 hogs and pigs in 1981; 32,000 in 1982,
and 33,000 in 1983. There were 41 states that produced more hogs than
did Utah. Hog production in Utah constitutes less than 1% of the total
hog and pig production in the U.S. (Figure 10). Unlike the slight
increase in percentage evident for cattle and calves over time, hog and
pi g producti on has dec 1 i ned as a percent of U.S. producti on (Fi gure 11).
By far, the major hog producing section of the U.S. is in the Midwest or
Corn be 1t states.
Utah is a major producer of sheep and lambs -- producing 610,000 in
This constitutes approximately 5% of the total U.S. production (Figure 12) and has changed

1982; 560,000 in 1983; and 540,000 in 1984.
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little over time (Figure 13). Utah ranks as the 4th largest producer of
sheep and 1 ambs in the U.S. Other major producers are Wyoming, Texas,
South Dakota, and California.
At least 1% of the eggs and chickens produced in the U.S. are
raised in Utah (Figures 14 and 15). Those percentages have increased
over time (Figures 16 and 17). Turkey production is a significant
portion of the poultry industry in Utah. In total, turkey production in
Utah constitutes 2% of the nation's turkey production (Figure 18).
However, this proportion has declined over time as evidenced in Figure
19.
Grains, Feedstuffs and Field Crops

Grains and hay constitute the largest category of cropland use in
Utah (Utah Agricultural Statistics). Grains produced incl ude wheat,
barley, oats, and corn g~ain. Feedstuffs primarily include hay and corn
silage. Utah producer's harvested 265,000 acres of wheat in 1981;
266,000 in 1982; and 217,000 in 1983. Production over this same time
period was 1,650,000 bushel s; 2,006,000 bushel s; and 1,540,000 bushel s,
respectively.
This constitutes less than 1% of the total wheat
produced in the U.S. (Figure 20). The percentage has fluctuated with
time (Fi gure 21). On 1y 10 states produced 1ess wheat than Utah duri ng
this period. The Great Plains states were the major producing areas in
the country. Average per acre yield has been approximately 36 bushels
per acre (combining data for both irrigated and dryland production).
This is nearly identical to the national average per acre yield for the
U.S. as a whole. Utah wheat production increased dramatically fo1 lowing
1979 (Figure 22).
Just over 14,000 acres of cropland were planted in corn grain
during 1983, down slightly from year earlier levels. Per acre yields in
Utah were above 110 bushels. This is somewhat higher than the national
average for those years but significantly less than the per acre
production (above 125 bushels per acre) recorded by the major producing
states. Total producti on a veraged just 1ess than 9,500,000 bushe 1 s for
the state over this period. This and earl ier production level shave
been 1ess than .1% of the tota 1 produced in the U.S. (Fi gure 23). Whi 1e
corn grain production within the state has been increasing (Figure 24),
it has not increased as a percentage of U.S. production (Figure 25).
The largest producers of corn grain by far are the Corn Belt states.
Once again, 39 states produced more corn grain than did Utah.
With the exception of wheat, barley acreage in Utah is the largest
of any other grain crop. More than 150,000 acres have been planted to
barley in Utah over the past several years (Utah Agricultural
Stati sti cs). More than 11,000,000 mi 11 ion bushe 1 s ha ve been produced
with an average per acre yield of 75 bushel s, compared with less than 54
bushel s per acre for the entire U.S. This 1 eve1 of production is
slightly above 2% of the U.S. production on the average (Figure 26), but
has reached as high as 3.5% of total U.S. production (Figure 27).
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Utah Sheep Production as a Percent of U.S. Production. 1972-1982.
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Utah Egg Production as a Percent of U. S. Production
for Select Years, 1972-1982.
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Utah Chicken Production as a Percent of U. S. Production, 1972-1982.
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Average Utah Turkey Production as a Percent of U. S. Production.
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Utah Turkey Production as a Percent of U. S. Production
for Select Years, 1972-1982.
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Utah Wheat Production as a Percent of U. S. Wheat Production,
1978-1982.
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Utah Corn Production as a Percent of U. S. Production, 1972-1982.
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Average Utah Barley Production as a percent of U. S. Production.
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Production.

Production from Utah has increased dramatically over time (Figure 28).
Gi ven that Utah producti on as a percentage of the U.S. producti on has
not increased as dramatically as has Utah's production, it is apparent
that U.S. producti on has a 1 so conti nued to increase. On 1 y 9 states in
the U.S. produce more barl ey than does Utah.
An average of less than 15,000 acres of oats have been harvested in
Utah over the past three years with average production levels standing
at less than 1,000,000 bushels. Oat production in Utah (Figure 29),
constitutes less than 1% of total U.S. production (Figure 30). Still,
Utah producti on as a percentage of U.S. producti on has increased
slightly over the past 10-12 years (Figure 31). Thirty states produce
more oats than Utah.
Approximately 70 thousand acres of cropland are devoted to the
production of corn silage in Utah. Average per acre production has been
near 20 tons for the past several years. Since corn silage is used
exclusively for domestic or in-state consumption, national production
levels are not an important consideration.
The largest commitment of acreage for any crop is for alfalfa and
other hay. More than 590,000 acres of irrigated and dryl and cropl and
has been placed into the producti on of a 1 fa 1 fa in Utah. Average per
acre yi e 1 dis just 1 ess than 4 tons. Thi sis hi gher than the nati ona 1
average yield and comparable to that of the major producing areas. Only
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16 states produce more hay than Utah. Yet, Utah produces only slightly
more than 2% of the total al fa 1 fa hay produced in the U.S. (Figure 32).
Although there has been some fluctuation in that percentage, a very
sl ight upward trend, at best, has occurred over time.
Utah hay
production has shown an overall increase in terms of domestic or instate production (Figure 33).

Fruits
Apple production in Utah has continued to increase since the early
1970 ' s, although there have been considerable fluctuations in that
production (Figure 34). However, apple production is less than 1% of
the national production (Figure 35). Furthermore, it does not appear
that Utah production has been able to capture an increasing share of the
national market (Figure 36). Seventeen states produce more apples than
Utah, including some of Utah's neighboring states. Primary apple
producti on is centered in the Paci fi c Northwest, the Northern Mi dwest,
and the Northeast.
Apricot production in Utah constitutes approximately 1% of the
apricot production in the U.S. (Figure 37). Yet that percentage has
fluctuated widely (Figure 38), just as has domestic or in-state
production (Figure 39). Utah is the third largest producer of apricots.
Only California, which produces 96% of the apricots in the U.S.~ and
Washington produce more. Virtually all commercial apricot production in
the U.S. is centered in the western U.S.

......

A1 most 3% of the sweet cherri es produced in the U.S. are produced
in Utah on the average (Figure 40). Once again, Utah production as a
percent of total U.S. production has fl uctuated considerabl y (Figure
41), following domestic or in-state production level s (Figure 42). The
numbers suggest a slight loss in share of the national market over time.
Washington, California, Oregon, and Michigan are the only states
producing more sweet cherries than Utah. However, those four states
comprise 92% of the market.
Utah is the second (or third, depending on New York production
Yet, Utah
production is only 6% of the national total (Figure 43). Approximately
75% of the nation's production is found in Michigan. While Utah tart
cherry production has shown an overall upward trend (Figure 44), no such
t r end i s i mm e d i ate 1 y e v ide nt when con sid ere d a s ash are 0 f U. S.
production (Figure 45).
1 evel s) 1 argest producer of tart cherries in the U.S.

Utah has not been a major producer of peaches, al though hi storically 1% of the peaches produced in the U.S. were produced in Utah
(Figure 46) . Domestic or in-state production has declined sharply since
1978 (Figure 47) as has Utah production as a percentage of U.S.
production (Figure 48). Nineteen states produce more peaches than Utah.
The major producers of peaches in the U.S. are California, Georgia, and
South Caro 1 ina.

"'-
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Utah Hay Production as a Percent of U. S. Production, 1972-1982.
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Utah Apple Production as a Percent of U. S. Production, 1972-1982.
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Average Utah Apricot Production as a Percent of U. S. Production.
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Utah Apricot Production a~ a Percent of U. S. Production, 1972-1982.
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Utah Apricot Production, 1972-1982.
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Average Utah Sweet Cherry Production as a Percent of U. S.
Production.
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Utah Sweet Cherry Production, 1972-1982.
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Utah Sweet Cherry Production as a Percent of U. S. Production,
1972-1982.
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Average Utah Tart Cherry Production as a Percent of U. S.
Production.
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Utah Tart Cherry Production, 1972-1982.
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Utah Tart Cherry Production a percent of U.S. production.
1972-1982.
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Utah peach production as a percent of U.S.
production, 1972-1982.

Less than 1% of u.s. pear production is found in Utah (Figure 49).
Domestic or in-state production has been quite unstable since the early
1970 s (Figure 50). Yet, Utah production as a share of u.s. production
has been stable and shown only a slight decline (Figure 51). Six states
produce more pears than Utah, many of which are found in the Mountain
West. The three largest producers are Washington, California, and
Oregon.
l

Vegetables/Food Products
The major vegetable products produced in Utah are onions, potatoes,
and dry beans. Other vegetabl es are produced in small er quantities,
though no records of other individual commodities are maintained by the
state1s Crop and Livestock Reporting Service (Utah Agricultural
Statistics, 1984).
While less than 1% of the dry beans produced in the U.S. are
produced in Utah (Figure 52), only 11 states produce more than Utah.
The leading states are California, Colorado, Idaho, Michigan, Nebraska,
and North Dakota. Utah1s share of U.S. production has not been constant
and has shown an overall decline (Figure 53).
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Figure 49.

Average Utah pear production as a percent of U.S.
production.
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Utah pear production, 1972-1982.
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Utah pear production, 1972-1982.
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Average Utah dry bean production as a percent of U.S.
production.
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Potatoes are another important cash crop in Utah. Yet, Utah potato
producti on is 1 ess than 1% of the U.S. tota 1 fa 11 potato producti on and
an even smaller share of total U.S. potato production (Figures 54 and
55). That share has b~en quite stable over time (Figure 56). There
appears to have been a decline in Utah production fol lowing record high
production in 1974 (Figure 57). This trend has been reversed in the
more recent years.
Idaho, Maine, North Dakota, Oregon, and Washington
are the 1 argest fall potato producers in the U.S. and the 1 argest
producers when production of all potatoes are considered. Sixteen
states produce more potatoes than Utah does.
Finally, the other important cash crop for Utah's farmers is
storage oni ons.
Utah producers contri bute more than 3% of the storage
onions in the U.S and approximatel y 2% of all onion production in the
U.S. (Figures 58 and 59). Furthermore, the share of Utah onions when
compared to total U.S. production has increased over time (Figure 60).
This increase in share closely matches increases in local production
(Figure 61).
Unl ike many of the commodities di scussed thi s far, there
does not appear to be a dominate area of storage onion production in the
U.S. Colorado, Idaho, Michigan, New York, and Oregon all produce large
quantities of onions, but not substantial 1 y more than Utah. In fact,
only six states produce more storage onions than Utah does.
While many other vegetables are produced in Utah (Snyder), no
separate data are kept for any other than those listed above. It is
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Average Utah potato
fall production.
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Average Utah potato production as a percent of
all U.S. production.
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Utah potato production as a pen:ent of fall and all
U.S. potatoes, 1972-1982.
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Figure 58.

Average Utah onion production as a percent of U.S.
storage production.
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Average Utah onion production as a percent of all V.S .
production.
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Utah onion production, 1972-1982.
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possible to examine some of the aggregate data and draw some comparisons
however. First, Utah's share of processed vegetable production is quite
insignificant (Figure 62). Utah production as a percentage of total
U.S. production has been quite stable (Figure 63), even though acreages
devoted to the production of vegetables for processing has declined
(Figure 64). Twenty states in the U.S. devote more acreage to vegetable
producti on than Utah. The states wi th the 1 argest acreages are
Washington, Oregon, California, and Minnesota.
Fresh vegetables are somewhat different in that domestic or instate production has increased with time (Figure 65), as has Utah's
share of tota 1 U.S. producti on of fresh vegetab 1 es (Fi gure 66). Sti 11 ,
Utah production constitutes less than 1% of the total U.S. acreage
devoted to the production of fresh vegetables (Figure 67). Some states
in the Northeast, Florida, Texas, and California remain the largest
producers of vegetab 1 es for the fresh market. More speci fi ca 11 y, the
leading four states (where applicable) for several vegetables are
provided in Table 4.
Other Commodities

While not a major producer of sugar beets any longer, Utah does
produce approximatel y 1% of the honey produced in the U.S (Figures 68
and 69). Other 1 oca 11 y produced products inc 1 ude ali mi ted amount of
nut s , min 'k , and r asp be r r i e s • I n fa c t , Uta his the t h i r d 1 a r gest
producer of mink pelts and comprises ' 12% of that market.
Su_ary

Utah produce s a si gn i fi cant amount of se vera 1 commod it i e s. Among
the most significant are sheep and lambs, cheese, turkeys, barley,
alfalfa hay, sweet cherries, tart cherries, and storage onions. As
noted in Figure 70, acreages committed to the grains and hay in Utah has
been very consistent since 1959. However, other crop acreage has
changed substantial 1 y over that period. Sugar beet acreage decl ined
significantly fol lowing the closure of area sugar beet processing units.
Fruit acreage has been fairl y constant.
Corn grain has shown a
significant increase. In general, acreage devoted to special ty crops
have declined. It is even more significant when one realizes that Utah
farms less than 1% of the cropland in the U.S. (Figure 71) and contains
1 ess than .7% of the U.S. popul ation (Figure 72).
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Average Utah processed vegetable acreage as a percent
of U.S. processed vegetable acreage.
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Utah processed vegetable acreage, 1972-1982.
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Utah fresh vegetable acreage, 1972 - 1982.
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Utah fresh vegetable acreage as a percent of U. S.
fro~h veqetable acreage, 1972-1982.
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Average Utah fresh vegetable acreage as a percent
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Table 4.

Major producing states for select vegetables.

Item

Four Leading States, Listed in Order of Importance

Snap Beans,
Processing

Wisconsin, New York, Oregon, Michigan

Beets

Wisconsin, New York

broccoli,
Fresh

California, Arizona, Oregon, Texas

Broccoli,
Processed

California, Oregon, Texas

Cabbage

California, Florida, New York, Texas,

Carrots,
Fall

California, Michigan, Texas, Wisconsin

Cauliflower,
Fresh

California, Arizona

Cauliflower,
Processed

California, New York, Oregon, Michigan

Celery

California, Michigan, Florida

Sweet Corn,
Fresh

New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Florida

Sweet Corn,
Processed

Minnesota, Wisconsin, Washington, Oregon

Honeydew Melons

California, Texas, Arizona

Lettuce

California, Arizona

Peas,
Processed

Wisconsin, Washington, Minnesota

Peppers

California, Florida, Texas

Potatoes,
Fall

Idaho, North Dakota, Maine, Washington

Cantaloupe

California, Texas, Arizona

Watermelon

Texas, Georgia, South Carolina, Texas

Spinach

California, Texas, Maryland, Virginia
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Average Utah honey production as a percent of U.S.
production.
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Chapter IV

UTAH, REGIONAL AND U.S. PRICES
"':- 4 "

Introduction
In our market system, prices are an indication of the level s of
supply and demand in an economy. Although often discussed as a single
price -- single quantity relationship, multiple prices and quantities
are evident in the market place.
Even assuming the IIspirit of
competition exists, several prices can be found to exist for an
i denti ca 1 product in spati all y separated markets. When impediments to
competition exist, even greater differences can be found.
ll

There continues to be a great deal of interest in real or perceived
price differences between producing regions for agricultural
commodities. How can such differences exist and do such differences
reflect a perverse or an efficiently functioning market?
There are a number of circumstances which might contribute to the
existence of such price differences. First, quality might not be the
same for each state or region. If the products are not of the same
quali~y, it is reasonable for the prices to be different.
Second, differences in the locations of production and consumption
might al so lead to different prices. For instance, if a market center
for a par tic u1 arc 0 mm 0 d i t y we res eve r a 1 hun d red mil e s dis tan t fro m a
producti on center, it is unreasonab 1e to assume that the pri ce pai d at
the producti on center wou 1d be as hi gh as that pai d at the consumpti on
center since transportation costs must be adequately accounted for.
Third, imbal ances in local suppl y/demand conditions may resul t in
different prices. The demand for a particular commodity relative to its
local suppl y might not be as strong in one location as another. Consequently, one should expect to see some local or regional price differences even if the market were working in an efficient manner.
As a fourth alternative, it is possible that regional price differences mi ght be due to noncompeti ti ve i nfl uences or an i nappropri ate
use of market power. If unfair market power were exercised by one or
more parties in a particular region, this could also lead to price
differences. More speci fi ca 1 1y, if 1oca 1 markets were not competi ti ve
in the sense that there were a limited number of buyers relative to the
number of sellers in the case of basic inputs or products, the local
price would be expected to be different from prices found in surrounding
areas where no such condition existed.
The sea 1 t ern at i v e s ha v e bee n dis c us sed as i f the y we rem ut uall y
exclusive. However, in reality any combination of the above might exist
and simultaneously contribute to regional price differences.
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One further caution need be mentioned. There are some markets that
are so "thin" that a competitive market simply cannot effectively exist.
The term "thi nil is used here to descri be those markets where the vo 1 ume
of business is so small that only a limited number of sellers are
available and an even smaller number of buyers are available. There is
simply not enough business activity to warrant or justify the existence
of numerous buyers and/or sellers. So even though the market might act
in a perverse way, it does so simply because structurally there is no
al ternati vee Some changes can often be made, such as providing more
accurate market information, but they must often come at public expense.
Such is often the case where local markets do not constitute a major .pa
share of regional or national markets. This is certainly the case for
Utah.
I nth e sec t ion s whi c h f 0 1 low, e a c h 0 f the co mm 0 d i t y gr 0 ups
discussed earlier are examined to determine if price differences do
ex i st between 1 oca 1 pri ces (i .e., Utah), regi ona 1 pri ces (states
surrounding Utah where production occurs), and U.S. prices. The categories are the same as enumerated previously.
Livestock, Dairy, and Poultry

Cattle constitutes the largest segment of the livestock industry in
Utah. Cattle prices in Utah have been low relative to the U.S. prices,
as well as prices from most of the surrounding states. Per head cattle
values are given in Figure 73. Note that on a per head basis, Utah
cattle prices are lower than U.S. prices but not as low as prices in
some of the surrounding states, particularly New Mexico and Nevada.
When dealing with specific cattle classes, some differences do appear to
exist. For the broad category of cull cows, which represents considerable aggregation, Utah's price is actually higher than prices for simil ar cattle in surrounding states and the U.S. (Figure 74). Even the
prices of young, light-weight calves are quite strong relative to those
received in other states and in the U.S. (Figure 75). Prices for
slaughter steers and hei fers, however, are somewhat lower than pri ces
recei ved for simi 1 ar animal s in surrounding areas and for the U.S. in
general (Figure 76). Prices for specific weight/sex categories of
feeder calves and for cull cows also reveal some significant differences
(Figures 77 through 89). When all these cattle cl asses are combined,
Utah receives less for their cattle than any other state in the west
other than Nevada (Figure 90). However, there is no significant
statistical difference between prices in Cal ifornia, Nevada, Utah and
Arizona. Utah's cattle prices are compared to all others in the Western
Regi on in Tab 1e 5. In every case, catt 1e pri ces are lower in Utah.
Sheep and lamb prices are significantly lower in Utah than in many
of the surrounding states and the U.S. (Figure 91). A graph showing
lamb prices reveal similar results (Figure 92). Utah lamb prices are
almost 6% lower than the U.S. average price and average 9% less than
prices paid for lambs in Colorado. Nevada is the only state which
averages a lower price than Utah.
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Regional Average Cattle Prices.
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Regional Average Cow Prices.
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Regional Steer/Heifer Prices.
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Regional 300 Pound Heifer Prices.
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Regional 400 Pound Heifer Prices.
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Regional 600 Pound Heifer Prices.
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Regional 700 Pound Heifer Prices.
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Regional 400 Pound Steer Prices.
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Regional 500 Pound Steer Prices.
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Regional 600 Pound Steer Prices.
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Regional 700 Pound Steer Prices.
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Regional 800 Pound Steer Prices.
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Regional Commercial/Utility Cattle Prices .
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Cattle Prices in the Western U. S., 1973-1981.
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Table 5.

Comparative Mean Cattle Prices, Utah vs. Western Region
(1973-1981).

Cattle Type

Utah
Mean ($/cwt)

Western Region
Mean ($/cwt)

Price
Difference

Heifers:
300
400
500
600
700

lbs.
1bs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

40.54
38.81
37.12
35.73
34.18

41.28
39.73
37.95
36.60
35.14

-

.74
.92
.83
.87
.96

Steers:
300
400
500
600
700
800

lbs.
lbs.
1bs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

48.01
46.32
43.56
41.13
39.89
38.33

48.04
46.77
44.00
41.71
40.50
39.02

-

.03
.45
.44
.58
.61
.69

Commercial/Utility

22.58

23.75

-1.17

Canner/Cutter

26.35

26.68

- .33
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Regional Average Sheep Prices.
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Figure 92.

Regional Average Lamb Prices.

Hog pri ces in Utah, whi 1 e lower than the U.S. a verage are si mi 1 ar
to Idaho's and higher than Nevada's (Figure 93). Still, Utahts price
averages 4% less than the U.S. average price and 5% less than Colorado's
and New Mexico's.
Finally, an average of prices paid producers for milk in Utah is
shown in Figure 94. With the exception of Idaho, Utah producers receive
the lowest price of any surrounding state. However, Utah's price is not
much different from the U.S. average price. Colorado and New Mexico
producers receive almost 15% more for their milk than do Utah producers.
These prices, of course, are not free market prices in the sense that
each area is regulated or administered somewhat differently.
Egg pri ces in Utah are a 1most 15% lower than the nati ona 1 average
price of eggs and even in a more unfavorable position when compared with
prices received in Colorado and New Mexico (U. S. Agricultural
Sta tis tic s, 1984).
Grains and Feedstuffs
Grain prices in Utah, for the most part, are not much different
from national average prices. In some cases, local prices are even
above U.S. prices. For instance, average wheat price paid to Utah's
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Regional Average Hog Prices.
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producers are slightly below the U.S. price but substantially higher
than those received in Colorado, Idaho, or ~~yoming (Figure 95). Only
prices received in New Mexico and Arizona are significantly higher than
Utah's.
Average corn grain prices paid to producers in Utah " are
substantially higher than those paid to producers in the U.S., in general, or to producers in most of the surrounding states (Figure 96).
Only Arizona's price is higher.
Barley prices in Utah, while somewhat higher than received on the
average in the U.S., are lower than prices found in most of the
surrounding states (Figure 97). Only New Mexico's price is lower, on
the average.
Finally, prices paid to producers for oats in Colorado and Idaho
are higher, on the average, than prices paid producers for oats in Utah
(Figure 98). Yet, prices recorded in Utah are much higher than those
received in the U.S. and some higher than those received in Wyoming.
Hay prices in Utah have consistently been below average U.S. hay
prices (Figure 99). Only prices in Colorado, Idaho, and California have
averaged 1 esse Note that thi s pri ce represents the pri ce of a 11 hay.
No distinction between various qualities nor types is made.

Fruits
Prices paid to producers of apples in Utah are higher than those
paid to producers el sewhere in the U.S., on the average, as well as to
producers in Colorado (Figure 100). However, apple prices are higher in
Idaho and New Mexico than Utah. Other surrounding state's prices are
not available because production levels are so small.
Prices paid to U.S. apricot producers are lower, on the average,
than prices paid to Utah producers by a substantial margin (Figure 101).
In fact, Utah's pri ce is 18% hi gher than the U.S. average pri ce.
Sweet cherry prices recei ved by Utah producers is virtuall y the
same as recei ved by U.S. producers in general (Figure 102). However,
Idaho producers receive 8% more than do their Utah counterparts. Tart
cherry producers in Utah receive a little less than the national average
tart cherry price but more than that received by Idaho producers
(Figure 103). Michigan producers of tart cherries have received
approx imate 1y 8% more for thei r product than ha ve Utah producers (U. S.
Agri cu 1 tura 1 Stati sti cs, 1984).
Utah's producers have consistently received more for their peaches
than have producers in the U.S. (Figure 104). However, Colorado
producers are paid more for their peaches than are Utah's producers.
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Regional Average Wheat Prices.
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Regional Average Barley Prices.
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Utah and U. S. Average Apricot Prices.
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Finally, pear prices recorded for Utah are substantially higher
than those recorded for the U.S., in general, or Colorado (Figure 105).
Even pear prices in Washington, Oregon, or the Northeast are lower than
received by Utah producers.
Vegetables/Food Items

As noted prev i ous 1 y, few vegetab 1 e i terns are produced in Utah in
any significant quantities. Only three vegetables/food items are grown
in sufficient quantities that price histories are maintained by the Utah
Crop and Livestock Reporting Service (Utah Agricultural Statistics,
1984).
The price paid to the producers of dry beans in Utah is similar to
the price paid to the average U.S. producer (Figure 106) and is comparable to those received by producers in surrounding states.
However, the price paid for fall potatoes in Utah is substantially
lower than that paid for fall potatoes in the U.S. (Figure 107).
Furthermore, Utah's price is considerably lower than prices recorded in
Colorado, Idaho, and Wyoming. Only Nevada producers receive less for
their potatoes than Utah producers do.
Fi na 11 y, storage oni on pri ces in Utah are consi derab 1 y lower than ·
storage onions prices paid to producers both in the U.S. and in
surrounding states (Figure 108). In fact, there is nearly a 21% difference in fa 11 on ion pri ces in Utah and fa 11 on ion pri ces in Co lorado
and Idaho.
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Chapter V
Livestock and Meat Marketing
Introduction

liTo function well, the 1 i vestock marketing system must do a
number of things efficiently in each of its phases: livestock
must be assembl ed, transported, and bought and sol d with
minimal delay, movement and costs; livestock must be converted
into many ki nds of meat and meat products at the lowest
possible cost; timely marketing information must be made
available to help buyers and sellers channel meat to consumers
in an orderly manner; human health must be safeguarded; and
consumer demand must be reflected through the entire system to
enable producers to correctly plan their production and
marketing." (Willing E. Anthony and William C. Motes,
Agri cu 1 tura 1 Markets in Change, U.S.D.A., Agri cu 1tura 1 Economi c
Report No. 95, July 1966.)
Livestock is produced on many of the nation's farms and ranches.
In all, about one-fourth of all U.S. farms are classified as primarily
livestock operations, the largest single class of specialized agriculture. The $1.25 bi 11 ion in farm receipts from the sale of cattle and
calves in 1983 was greater than receipts for any other commodity (U. S.
Agricultural Statistics, 1984).

-

Meat animals are generally considered to include cattle, calves,
hogs, sheep, and lambs. This is one of the most complex sectors of the
food industry. Ranchers and farmers, feeders, meat packers, processors,
wholesalers, and retailers are interrelated through a complex chain of
markets involving a large number of marketing activities, functions, and
institutions. In 1976, a survey of livestock industry leaders indicated
that many significant changes had taken place in the livestock and meat
sectors (Uvacek). Those changes are summarized in Table 6.
Livestock Production

Because livestock are the largest consumers of domestic feed
grains, animal and grain production are closely linked. The principal
livestock producing area is concentrated in the corn belt states (Table
7). Its comparative advantage in producing feedgrains al so gives this
area a comparative advantage in cattle and hog finishing. The only
exceptions to this general rule are California and Florida.
Another important characteri sti c of 1 i vestock producti on is the
diversity of producing units. There are a large number of very small
producers and a few very large ranches and livestock feeding operations.
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Table 6.

Most Important Changes in the Livestock and Meat Industries,
1876-1976.

Ranked by Priority
Most Important Livestock
Developments

1. Increased direct and auction
marketing; less dependence on
terminal markets.
2. Large-Scale Cattle Feeding
3. Improved Transportation
4. Grading
5. Improved Market Information
6. Improved Volume and Quality

Most Important Meat Industry
Developments

1.

Table 7.

Ten States Leading in Beef Cattle and Hog Production, 1981-1983.
(Based on Annual Cattle Inventory Numbers)

State

----------

Centralized cutting, Processing,
and prepackaging
2.Supermarket and Chainstore Growth
3. Improved Transportation and
Refrigeration
4. Grading and Inspection
5. Decentralization of Meat Business
6. Improved Quality and Volume

California
Florida
Georgia
III inois
Indiana
Iowa
Kans.a s
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
North Caro I i na
Ohio
Oklahoma
South Dakota
Texas

Approximate
Number of Beef Cows

Average
Ranking

-------------------

Approximate
Number of Sows

-------

1,160,000
1,230,000

10
9

--------------

1,735,000
1,826,000

6
5

2,205,000
1,604,000
2,148,000

3
7
4

2,340,000
1,595,000
5,925,000

2
8
1

Average
Ranking

-------

2,300,000
6,600,000
4,600,000
16,100,000
1,900,000
5,100,000
3,980,000

8
2
4
1
10
3
5

3,900,000
2,460,000
2,150,000

6
7
9

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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As a result of the long production periods, and because of the
tendency to adjust future production to match current prices, livestock
production is subject to output and price cycles. Other characteristics
of livestock influence their prices and marketing patterns. First,
livestock and meat products are homogeneous and therefore difficult to
identify or distinguish. Second, farm animal s are bul ky and expensive
to transport. Third, livestock is a moderately perishable commodity;
particularly slaughter livestock.
Prior to the 1950's, most cattle production took place on diversifi ed crop-l i vestock farms in the corn be 1 t or on western ranges. However, as a result of the rapid growth in demand for fed beef, and
economies of size in cattle feeding, large, specialized cattle feedlots
developed. These feedlots located primarily in the Southwest, Pacific,
and Western Corn Belt regions of the U.S. Owners of these feeding
operations purchase grain and feeder animal s for finishing to market
weights. Feedlots are highly specialized protein conversion factories,
with only vestigial ties to traditional farming. Cattle feedlots are a
highly concentrated segment of the livestock industry. Less than 1
percent of the feeding operations today account for fully 60 percent of
the fed cattle that are marketed. The highest concentrations appear in
Oklahoma, Texas, Arizona, and California. New markets have developed in
the livestock industry as a result of the growth of the commercial
feed lot. These markets faci 1 i tate the transfer of feeder ani ma 1 sand
feedgrains to the feedlots. New marketing agencies, such as the feeder
animal auctions, al so have grown.
U.S. hog production, like most other parts of agriculture, is
becoming dominated by ever 1 arger operations. Between 1950 and 1980,
the number of U.S. hog farmers decl ined by nearl y 80 percent from more
than 2 mil lion, while average sales per farm rose from 31 to nearly 200
head. About 40% of all hogs in 1980 were produced in operations sel ling
1,000 or more head which constituted only 3% of all hog farms.
Despi te sharp 1y fewer prqducers, U.S. hog producti on stayed about
the same in 1950-1980. Nati ona 1 consumpti on of pork per person tended
downward during this period. Pork represented about a third of the U.S.
red meat consumption in 1980.
Large operations had clear and substantial advantages over smaller
operations, indicating that the shift to larger operations will probably
continue. The advantages enjoyed by larger operations included:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

More production per sow;
More intense use of facilities;
Less labor and power;
lower feed costs; and
More effective marketing.

While 95% of all hog farms are operated as sole proprietorships or
general partnerships, many of the very large hog farms are organization
as some type of corporation or cooperative. The majority of these are
located in the North Centra 1 part of the country. Most hog producti on
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features various degrees of confinement, although few operations
actually keep their hogs totally indoors. Confinement buildings are ,
equipped with some type of slotted flooring, scrape, or flush systems to
remove the wastes.
Hogs and pigs are raised for the most part in three types of
specialized enterprises, including farrow-to-finish (approximately 75%
of all operations), feeder pig production, and feeder pig finishers
(approximately 25% of all operations).
Livestock Assembly Operations

Livestock are usually purchased for one of three reasons: (1)
br e e din g; (2) fee d lot p 1 ace men t ; and (3) for i mm e d i ate s 1 aug ht e r • An
overview of the livestock industry is given in Figure 109. The agencies
most often involved in this assembly process are local cooperative
ass~oci ati ons, country dea 1 ers, aucti ons, concentrati on yards, termi na 1
public markets, packing plants, retail meat dealers, and farmers. In
Utah, country dealers and auctions are the most commonly used collection
agencies, with some cooperative associations al so invol ved. The
activity in terminal markets and concentration yards have declined.
Direct sal es have increased. Hence, the trend has been toward a more
decentralized marketing structure. This decentralization has occurred
because of a freight rate structure that favors the shipment of meat
over the shipment of live animals, locally lower wage rates, development
of improved highways, and the development of 1 arger farming units in
some areas of the country, though this is not necessarily the case in
Utah.
Disassembly and Processing

The meat packing industry is a disassembly business. Whereas other
manufacturers combine simple raw material s into a complex, composite
product, meat packers break down a complex raw product -- livestock -into its constituent parts. The meat packing industry is composed of
slaughter houses, where livestock is slaughtered and red meat is further
processed, and speci ali zed meat processors whi ch do not sl aughter but
manufacture sausage, 1 uncheon meats, and other prepared products
instead. The combination slaughter-processors tend to be larger than
the speci ali zed meat processors and ha ve experi enced more rapi d sa 1 es
growth. Approximately 95% of the meat packing companies are "single
species" firms; only a few companies operate multiple species packing
plants. The largest packers for 1982 included Armour and Company,
Dubuque Packing Company, Excel Corporation, Geo. ~ Hormel and Co., Iowa
Beef Packers, Inc., John ~lorrell and Company, Land O'Lakes, Inc.,
Monfort of Colorado, Inc., Swift Independent Packing Company, and Wilson
Foods Corporation.
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There were over 901 1 i vestock sl aughtering pl ants in the U.S. in
1981 (Packers and Stockyards' Statistical Resume).
The majority of
these plants were si ng 1e speci es plants.
~~any of these plants were
quite small; a few were quite large. For example, plants slaughtering
50,000 or more head of cattle per year account for only 13 percent of
the number of plants but constitute 83 · per cent of all the cattle
sl aughtered. Pl ants sl aughtering less than 1,000 head of cattle per
year represented 50 percent of all plants but less than 1 percent of
cattle slaughtered. Most slaughter plants purchased animals directly
from primary or intermediate producers. The next largest purchases come
from auctions markets. While historically large, terminal markets
actually provide the smallest source of animals of any reporting type.
A11 meat so 1d across state 1 i nes must be slaughtered under the supervi si on of federa 1 inspectors. Thi sis not intended primari 1 y as a form
of quality control; it does insure that animals are disease-free and fit
for human consumpti on.
The two most important trends influencing the meat packing business
have been specialization and decentralization. The older plants which
served centralized markets were very large, and slaughtered hogs,
cattle, and sheep, and also processed various meat products. With the
decentralization in the packing industry into producing areas, newly
built plants tend to specialize in slaughtering only one species of
animal, and processing is often done in separate plants.
Decentralization of the meat packing industry has also provided the
opportunity for new firms to enter the business. As a result, there has
been a decline in relative livestock purchases by the larger packers.
Despite this national trend, market concentration remains relatively
high in many local markets.
Meat packers have not integrated forward into retailing operations.
However, there has been a backward integration of meat packers into
livestock feeding. This has generally taken the form of packer ownership of feedlots, or custom feeding by feedlots under contract to meat
packers. Cattle feeding by packers is more prevalent in the West than
elsewhere. Meat packers integrate into feeding operations in order to
control product quantity and quality and to reduce procurement costs.
Meat Wholesaling and Retailing

As a result of the chainstore and supermarket movements, integrated
retail chainstore organizations are the dominant meat merchandisers
today. Most fresh and processed meats move directl y from packers and
meat processors to chainstore warehouses and then to retail stores. The
role of the independent meat wholesaler has decl ined, although .pa
independent meat wholesalers and jobbers still serve smaller retailers
and the away-from-home food market.
There is considerable variation in the ways that beef is being
wholesaled by meat packers to food retail operations. Many chainstores
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have set up a central meat cutting, processing and fabrication facility
for serving several area stores. In this case, the packer ships
directly to the central meat cutting facility, and the chainstore then
distributes the meat products to individual grocery stores. Some
reta i 1 ers ha ve shi fted a 11 butcher operati ons to these central processing plants, others maintain store butchers. In another variation,
referred to as boxed beef, packers break down the carcass into primal
cuts (rounds, loins), subprimal. cuts (top rounds, bottom rounds) or even
final retail cuts; then ship these in frozen form to either chainstore
warehouses of directly to retail stores.
Standardization and Grading of Livestock and Meat

One of the major weaknesses of the livestock marketing system has
been the lack of objective or meaningful standards for grading livestock
and meat. This criterion applies to both feeder animals and slaughter
animals. As a result, the price mechanism often works imperfectly in
transferring consumer desires to producers. Consequently, there is
often considerable confusion on the part of the producers as to what
type of meat is desired by the consumers.
Utah.- s

Livestock Market

Utah's livestock market is similar to national livestock markets in
many respects. First, 90.5% of purchases of slaughter cows and 93.3% of
the slaughter steers and heifers are direct purchases (Packers and
Stockyard's Statistical Resume). Of course, there are no terminal
markets in Utah. Only 10% of the animal s are purchased through local or
regi ona 1 aucti ons. On 1 y 59.6% of the hogs produced in Utah are
purchased directly from producers. The other 40.4% are purchased
through local or regional auctions. Virtually 100% of the lambs and
sheep are purchased directly from primary or intermediate producers in
Utah.
Furthermore, 76% of the steers and heifers purchased are purchased
on a grade and weight basis. Few if any hogs are purchased on that
basi sand onl y 35% of the 1 ambs are bought on a yiel d and grade basi s.
The larger packers tend to purchase more animals on a grade and weight
basis than do the smaller firms.
Over the years, there has been a decline in the number of firms who
also feed livestock for slaughter. Approximately 6% of the animals fed
for slaughter were done so by packers. That percentage has been fairly
constant over the 1 ast 25 years. In Utah, onl y 1% of the anima 1 s fed
for slaughter were actually done so by packers. None of the major
packing companies slaughter animals in Utah.
In Utah, only 11 auction markets served the state's producers. Only
82 dealers and order buyers were registered. This compares with 17, 23,
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30, and 16 auctions and 169, 109, 142, and 55 dealers or order buyers
for ~10ntana, Idaho, Colorado, and New Mexico, respecti vel y. Even the
surrounding states do not have a large number of market outlets compared
to Texas (355), Washington (179), and Cal ifornia (241). The vast
majority of cattle, calves, hogs, and sheep and lambs were purchased by
deal ers and order buyers for their own account. That is, the animal s
were purchased by order buyers to be resold to another buyer. Very few
animal s were purchased on a commission basis. Considerable arbitrage
and collection appears to take place in Utah.

In 1982, approximatel y, 220,990 head of cattl e (excl uding cal ves)
were sl aughtered in federally inspected and other sl aughter pl ants in
Utah (Utah Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, USDA). Of this number,
approximately 207,240 were slaughtered in the four largest packing
plants in the State. This yields a four firm concentration ratio of
approximately 94%. The concentration ratio for the largest firm exceeds
75%; indicating the potential for extensive local market control.
Idaho's concentration ratio for cattle slaughter in federally inspected
pl ants was approximatel y 77% (Rutts). If onl y fat cattl e sl aughter
numbers are considered, the concentration ratio increases considerably.
The ratio for commercial slaughter fat cattle in Utah for 1982 was over
99%.
Such concentrati on rati os woul d be consi dered hi gh ina 1most any
industrial setting. Questions pertaining to the amount of infl uence a~y
particular packer(s} may exercise on prices may be relevant based on the
high amount of concentration. However, high concentrations ratios are
not necessarily indications that meat packers depress prices in any
particul ar area O~ard). Regional markets are sti 11 in equi 1 ibrium so
long as excess profits to packers do not exceed shipment costs to other
regi ons. The test of market effi ci ency rests upon the abi 1 i ty of the
market price to accurately reflect the market and to correctly react to
changes in market conditions.
Price differences between Utah and three nearby regional markets
appear to be highly seasonal (Figure 110; Bailey and Brorsen). Prices
in different markets fluctuate due to adjustments in local supplies and
demand for fat cattle. These are seasonal fluctuations and can occur in
competi ti ve markets as long as the pri ce di fferenti a 1 does not exceed
transportation costs. The number of cattle available to be slaughtered
in the local market al so fluctuates on a daily basis. To keep his
supply adjusted, a packer must raise or lower his bid price relative to
other markets. When too many cattle are available, the packer lowers
his price. When too few cattle are available, the price rises. Packers
also adjust prices due to changes in supply and demand for by-products,
slaughter costs, and some type of profit target (Ward). Generally, Utah
producers may expect re 1 ati ve 1y 1arge pri ce di fferenti a 1 sin the 1ate
summer and ear 1y fa 11 and re 1ati ve 1y sma 11 pri ce d i fferenti a 1 sin the
late fall, early winter, and late spring period of the year.
Utah pri ces tend to show much 1 arger negati ve di fferenti a 1 s than
the other three regions. This may be due to several different factors,
the pri nci pl e one bei ng transportati on costs.
Utah's market is
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Figure 110.

Monthly Regional Slaughter Cattle Price differences, 1978-1983.

relatively isolated, and consequently, one would expect larger differenti a 1 s from o·ther regi ona 1 markets for thi s reason. A1 so, there are
few buyers of fat cattle in the Utah Region. This perpetuates the
greater v ari ati on in Utah pri ces due to short-run surp 1 uses and
shortages of fat cattle for slaughter. This implies that the Utah
market experiences short-term disequilibrium and thus the local utah
differential may temporarily exceed actual transportation costs plus
shrinkage.
Utah's slaughter steer/heifer price has been steadily decl ining
relative to the other three regions during the past five years. The
weekly price differences between Utah and the other three regional
markets were compared with estimated shipment costs by Bailey and
Brorsen, Tab 1 e 8. As expected, the greater the di stance between
markets, the less probability there is that price differences will
offset shi pment costs. The pri ce di fference between Utah and each of
the other markets has increased over the past 6 years.
One strong possible explanation for the increasing price
differences between Utah and the other regional markets for fat cattle,
together with the disequilibrium between markets that occasionally
occurs, is that the meat packers in Utah are ab 1 e to exert some market
power in their pricing activities as judged by Utah's lower rel ative
price.
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Table 8.

Mean Prices and Price Differences fo~ _ Four
for Fat Cattle by Year, 1978-1983. a

~egional

Markets

YEAR

UP

CP

OP

TP

UT

UC

UO

1978

52.33

52.79

52.77

52.56

- .22

- .45

- .44

1979

67.28

67.95

67.63

68.63

-1.35

- .67

- .35

1980

67.52

67.40

67.10

68.48

- .94

• 13

.44

1981

64.07

65.01

64.24

65.96

-1.89

- .95

- .18

1982

63.56

65.31

65.14

65.93

-2.37

-1.75

-1.58

1983 b

63.58

65.63

64.88

66.05

-2.48

-2.05

-1.30

-----------------------------------------------------------------------a UP = Utah-Eastern Nevada-Southern Idaho price per cwt.
CP = Colorado-Kansas price per cwt.
OP = Omaho Price per cwt.
TP = Texas Panhandle price per cwt.
UT = UP - TP
UC = UP - CP
UO = UP - OP
b From January to July 1983.

Cattle are slaughtered within the state primarily in Federally
inspected plants. Any meat moving across state lines must be inspected
by USDA personnel. Approximately 25,000 head are slaughtered each
month, including mature cows and slaughter steers and heifers (Figure
111). However, there is a slight increase in slaughtering until the
August/September period, when a major drop in cattle slaughter occurs -less than 20,000 head are slaughtered. October represents the month
with the largest cattle slaughter, almost 35,000 head. Slaughter
weights average 1,100 pounds. This is somewhat heavier than experienced
in most other parts of the country (Packers and Stockyards Statistical
Abstract). Including the latest available data from the Crop and Livestock Reporting Services, USDA, and the Utah Department of Agriculture,
it appears that only 20% of the animals slaughtered within the state are
actually shipped into Utah.
112).

Utah exports a significant number of cattle, mostly feeders (Figure
Exports have increased in recent years (Figure 113). Only 3% of
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Total Cattle Exports (Health Certificates, data), 1974-1983.

the cattle shipped go to packers out of the state. Another 3% are sent
to terminal markets. Only a limited number of these are slaughter
animals. The heaviest period of movements into terminal markets occurs
in the October-November period (Figure 114). Exports to out-of-state
packers is the highest during January through May. Thereafter, a steady
decline in slaughter animal exports occurs. Of some significance is the
fact that fewer and fewer sl aughter animal s are being shipped out-ofstate. Shipments to both packers and terminal ·markets has declined
drastically over the past ten years.
For feeder cattle, the major shipments occur during the April/May
and October/November periods (Figure lIS). During a typical year,
between 200,000 and 300,000 feeder cal ves are exported. The lowest
percentage of feeder cattle exported typically occurs at the beginning
of the year and during July and August.
Major shipments occur during October and November to Idaho,
Colorado, California, and Wyoming (Figure 116). However cattle are
often shipped to many other states including Nebraska, Iowa, Texas,
Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico.
Cattle imports are more difficult to identify.
Available
statistics suggest that a minimum of 60,000 head of cattle are imported
each year. However, recorded imports have declined since 1974 (Figure
Il7). The majority of sl aughter cattle are imported during the early
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months of the year and again during October and November (Figure 118).
This suggests that local production is insufficient for these periods
such that externa 1 purchases must be made. Lighter purchases are made
during other portions of the year.
Some effort has been made to differentiate some of the beef
produced in Utah through a private labeling system and the present
federal grades/standards. The major slaughtering firm is presently
marketing wholesale only.
For hogs and lambs and sheep, there is only a very limited local
slaughter capability at the present time. Virtually all the sheep and
lambs are shipped to packing facilities out of the state; mostly south
and west. Specialized plants which had existed previously are no longer
in operation.
Sheep and lamb slaughter is virtually nonexistent within Utah
(Figure 119). Most of the sheep and lamb slaughter is on an individual
or contract basis, with the majority of the contrac; work done by a
single firm. No serious attempt has been made at product differentiation for either lambs or sheep. More than 15,000 head of sheep and
lambs are imported each year, but several hundred thousand head are
exported each year.
Imports occur primarily during July through
December.
There are several packing facilities for hogs - the largest of
which has the capacity to sl aughter nearl y all hogs produced in Utah.
Of course, not all hogs are slaughtered within the state. Some hogs are
trucked east for slaughter.
Hog slaughter parallels cattle slaughter in that slaughter is quite
stable until September (Figure 120). Average slaughter weights remain
virtually unchanged during the slaughter year, although the weights are
somewhat higher than recorded in other areas. Once again, some product
differentiation has been attempted with pork with some local/regional
success.
Virtually no hogs are exported for slaughter elsewhere, but approximately 40,000 head are imported (Utah Department of Agriculture, 1985).

MARKET STRUCTURE, CONDUCT AND PERFORMANCE
Utah1s cattle market can hardly be classified as competitive. For
instance, concentration ratios are very high for packers and wholesalers. Some product differentiation has been attempted, particularly
for beef and pork. Rival firms would have an extremely difficult time
entering the meat industry in Utah. There has not been a substantial
growth in market demand, thereby severely limiting competitive forces.
Finally, the demand for meat is quite inelastic. All meat categories are
price inelastic (Blanciforti, et al.). A one percent decrease in the
price of meat is associated with an increase in consumption of less than
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The actual. el asticities range from -.66 for beef to -.73

The conduct of the livestock industry would al so suggest strong
noncompetitive influences. Given the existence of a dominant firm, it
is not unexpected' that a form of price leadership has occurred. An
attempt by one or more firms in Utah to differentiate their products
also tends to limit the influence of competitive forces. While there
may be some attempt at coercive conduct, this cannot be substantiated
except for isolated instances. Recall that coercive conduct centers on
such actions as negative pricing policies and attempts at vertical
integration. There is little doubt that local pricing has been done
relative to the prices paid in other areas in recent years. That is,
prices paid locally are more closely tied with prices in other areas
than local supply or demand condition.
In short, the livestock market is quite inefficient. That is not
meant to imply that the additional competition could be introduced,
except at significant public expense, since the size of the local market
is so small relative to major producing areas. Given the number of
cattle produced in Utah, it is simply not feasible to suggest that
several large packing plants should locate here. Even in the event that
a different type of firm/facility (i.e., a medium sized, multi-species
plant) were to locate in Utah, the present uncompetitive structure would
not be substantial 1y al teredo Onl y in the event that such a faci 1 ity
could be designed such that producers could integrate forward into the
packing industry would any significant change in structure likely occur.
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CHAPTER VI
GRAI N fwtKETI NG

The principle food grains of the U.S. are wheat, rice, and rye.
The feedgrains -- corn, oats, barl ey, and grain sorghums -- are grown
for livestock feed. The soybean is actually an oil seed, not a grain,
but is included here because soybeans are marketed much like the grains.
Although most of the nation's grain and soybeans are produced in the
central states, some food grains and feedgrains are produced in every
state, and indeed, in every nation.
The most important developments influencing grain marketing over
the past fi fty years ha ve been (1) the sheer growth in vol ume of gra in
and oil seeds to be marketed; (2) changed harvesting and farm storage
technology, (3) the increase in off-farm sal es of grain and growth of
the commercial mixed-feed industry; (4) government price and income
policies influencing grain production, storage, and returns; and (5) the
changing importance of the grain export markets.
The sources of supply and uses of wheat, corn, oats and barley are
summarized in Table 9 by producing region. Over the years, the U.S. has
apparently had" a comparative advantage in producing these commodities
and is largely self-sufficient.
Corn is grown in every state, but production is concentrated in the
corn bel t, stretching from Iowa to Ohio. About 1 percent of U.S. corn
acreage is used for sweet corn and popcorn. Most corn is grown for
1 i vestock feed. In recent years, approximatel y 5 percent of the corn
crop is processed by wet mi 11 ers into starches for further processi ng
into corn syrup, confections, beer, sauces, and industrial products.
Corn, grain sorghum, oats, and barley are the major U.S. feedgrai ns. A1 most 90% of these crops are fed to 1 i vestock. Frequent 1 y,
these grains are fed on the farms where they are produced or are sold
directly to another farmer.
The U.S. wheat crop principally is consumed as a domestic food
grain, or is exported. Wheat may, however, be fed to livestock when
supplies are abundant and prices are low. In fact, certain types of
wheat have been a major source of animal feed in some sections of Utah
in recent years. Each class of wheat has particular food uses. The
hard, red spring and winter wheats, which are grown in the Great Plains
area, are used largely in the bread industry. The soft, red winter and
white wheats, which are grown in the eastern part of the North Central
region and in the Pacific Northwest, are used in pastries, crackers,
biscuits and cakes. Durum wheat, grown chiefly in North Dakota, is the
wheat used by spaghetti manufacturers.
Soybeans are grown in the Mi dwest and Ameri ca genera 1 1y accounts
for approximatel y 80 percent of worl d production. However, no soybean

Table 9.

Ten States Leading in Wheat, Corn, Oat, and Barley Production (bushels, 1983).

State

-----------California
Colorado
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
Hontana
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Washington
Wisconsin

Wheat

Corn

Oats

Barley

---------------------

---------------------

---------------------

---------------------

----------

Production

Ranking
-------

112,103
91,710

7
9

448,200

Production

----------

Ranking
-------

Production

----------

Ranking
-------

624,100
340,910
743,850

2
5
1

38,250

5

165,600
367,080

8
4

15,600
76,950

9
2

465,600

3
7

13,640
63,630
15,360

10
3
9

9
10

16,200
79,200
24,000

7
1
6

Production

Ranking

----------

-------

29,400
16,500

6
8

43,460
77,700

5
2

114,660

1

16,470

9

23,100

7

11,088
54,400

10

1

136,930
98,900
194,130

6
8
2

150,500

5

224,000

89,729
161,000

10
4

172,250

3

104,410
104,760
231,100

6

45,050

4

4
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producti on occurs in Utah and such is not 1 ike 1y to be the case in the
future.
Marketing Channels
The geographic dispersion of production, the large number of
producers, the interrel ationship with the 1 i vestock economy, and the
high degree of processing involved all contribute to a long and complex
grain marketing channel (Figure 121). The chief agencies in this
channel are farmers (as both buyers and sellers), elevators, commission
merchants, brokers, processors and mi 11 ers, exporters, and the grain
exchanges. Farmers generally ha ve three opti ons or a 1 ternati ves for
their grain: (1) feed to on-farm livestock or sell to other farmers for
feed; (2) sell the grain to the commercial market system at harvest; or
(3) store the grain -- on-farm or off-farm -- for later sale. Approximately one-quarter of the major feedgrains are fed on the farm where
they are produced. Changes in on-farm use ref 1ects, to a consi derab 1 e
degree, the value of the grain on the open market. Most grain sales are
to the 1 oca 1 country el evators. These el evators are scattered
throughout grain producing areas, oftentimes along railroads. The three
types of country el evators found in the U.S. are the small independent
elevators, cooperative elevators, and line elevators.
This last type
is an elevator owned and operated by a larger firm whose principal
occupation is the ownership and operation of smaller country elevators.
Many studies have been made of the costs of el evator operations.
Nearly all have found that operating costs per bushel handled tend to
decl ine with increasing vol ume. This suggests that there are significant economies of size associated with grain elevators and hel ps to
explain why there has been such a shift to other business lines with the
elevators or a consolidation of smaller country elevators into larger
area elevators. Many of the pricing practices of the mUltiple-purpose
elevators or consolidated elevators reduce the pricing efficiency of the
grai n marketi ng system.

UTAH'S GRAIN MARKET
Utah's grain market is simil ar in many respects to those found in
surrounding states, except that the grain-mix actual 1y produced varies
somewhat. The primary grain corps produced in Utah in order of acreage
commitment are wheat, barley, corn, and oats. As indicated earlier, no
soybeans are presently grown in Utah on a commercial scale.
Grain production is scattered throughout the state, but the
principle growing areas are in the Bear River drainage, Wasatch Front,
the Western Great Basin, and Uintah Basin. While much of the grain
produced in these and other areas are consumed on-farm or near the
location of production, Utah is a surplus producer of wheat and barley.
Consequently, considerable on-farm and commercial storage has resulted.
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On-farm storage capacity for the entire state is estimated at 15,219,000
bushels for shelled corn and other grains, and 1,583,000 bushels for wet
storage, high moisture grain. Most of the wet storage capacity is found
in Mil lard county. In addition, off-farm or commercial storage is
estimated at 17,681,000 bushels. This is located primarily in Box
Elder, Millard, Davis, Salt Lake, Sevier, Utah, and Weber counties
(Table 10).
Options for grain producers vary by location. However, several
options exist for almost all locations. First, the option to feed the
grain on-farm is a common method of grain disposable. (This applies to
the feed grains more than the food grains.) Second, a producer can
often sell to other producers. Third, local el evators or feed mi 11 s
serve as another outlet. Fourth, major terminals exist in major grain
producing counties. Some shipment is al so possibl e, though it is not
done very extensively within Utah.
While many options exist in most locations, alternative pricing
options are less available. Virtually all grains are traded nationally
and internationally. Consequently, few variations in price can be found
regardless of the outlet used.
How does Utah's grain capacity compare to surrounding states?
Utah's capacity is much greater than Nevada, somewhat 1 arger than New
Mexico's and Wyoming's; but small er than Colorado's and Idaho's (Tabl e
11). In fact, Utah's grain storage capacity is dwarfed by that found in
Idaho and Colorado. Furthermore, the distribution of grain storage
capaci ty in Utah is '1 ess wi de 1y dispersed ina geographi ca 1 sense than
that in Colorado and Idaho. Finall y, Utah's grain market, except for
wheat, is essentially used for internal consumption.

MARKET STRUCTURE, CONDUCT AND PERFORMANCE
Utah's grain markets are reasonably competitive. As discussed
earlier, the prices paid to Utah's grain producers are generally strong
rel ati ve to those paid in surrounding areas and the U.S. Concentration
ratios are not particularly high when all firms invol ved in
buying/sel ling grain are considered. However, if only those firms
trading interstate or internationally are considered, the concentration
ratio increases dramatically. It is virtually impossible to differentiate grains except at the retail level. Since much of the grain
trade is institutional, there is little justification for attempting to
do so. While rival firms would likely encounter significant barriers to
entry (principally because of the large capital investment required for
elevator construction, etc.), barriers are less significant than
encountered in many other agri cu 1 tura 1 re 1 ated i ndustri es in Utah. One
serious problem facing in-state grain producers is the relatively
inel astic demand curve facing grains and grain products and t~le slow
growth in demand for grain and grain products. '

Table 10.

Utah Census Storage Capacity
(Thousand Bushels)

On-farm

--------------------------------------------------------County Name

Shelled Corn,
Other Grains,
Oil seeds

Permanent
Ear Corn
Storage

Het Storage
For High
Moistured
Grain

Total

Beaver
Box Elder
Cache
Carbon
Daggett
Davis
Duchesne
Emery
Garfield
Grand
Iron
Juab
Kane
Millard
Morgon
Piute
Rich
Salt Lake
San Juan
Sanpete
Sevier
Summit
Tooele
Uintah
Utah
Wasatch
Hashington
Wayne
Weber

100
4,039
1,740
100
10
212
929
115
10
5
392
590
10
2,260
144
68
156
450
235
193
600
100
31
194
1,800
100
366
160
100

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
136
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,000
0
0
0
150
0
80
0
20
0
0
75
68
0
0
50

104
4,175
1,740
100
10
212
939
135
10
10
392
590
10
3,260
144
68
156
600
235
273
600
120
31
194
1,875
168
366
160
150

165
2,203
870
0
0
518
17
18
0
0
86
0
0
603
50
4
0
1,294
175
932
207
67
0
10
1,183
0
0
32
9,247

269
6,378
2,610
100
10
730
956
153
10
10
478
590
10
3,863
194
72
156
1,894
410
1,205
807
187
31
204
1,058
168
366
192
9,397

15,219

25

1,583

16,827

17,681

34,508

Off Farm
Commercial

Grand
Total

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

State Totals

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Source:

Utah Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Charge .

D. Kneighting, Statistician in
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Table 11. Grain Storage Capacity
(Thousand ~ushels)
On-farm

State

Shelled Corn,
Other Grains,
Oil seeds

Permanent
Ear Corn
Storage

Wet Storage
For High
Moistured
Grain

Total

Off Farm
Commerci al

Grand
Total

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Colorado

97,216

1,857

12,255

111,328

93,158

204,486

Idaho

77,157

485

3,972

81,614

71,490

153,104

Nevada

2,953

0

0

2,953

295

3,248

New Mexico

9,136

42

906

10,084

17,662

27,746

Utah

15,219

25

1,583

16,827

17,681

24,508

Wyoming

19,518

131

875

20,524

6,331

26,855

Source:

Utah Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, Sal t Lake City, Utah.
Charge.

D. Kneighting, Statistician in
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It should be noted that the concentration ratios in cereal products
are the highest of any agricultural commodities. This is one area that
would be extremely difficult to gain entry into. Entry into other grain
products would be relatively leis difficult.
Admittedly, market outlets are probably more numerous for grains
t han any other commodity produced in Utah. However, this does not mean
that producers have a significant control over the prices that they
r eceive. Because most grains markets are national and international,
prices are determined outside of the supply/demand situation
encountered in Utah. Some of the price variations that occur locally do
result from local supply/demand pressures.
While there does not appear to be a single dominant firm, there is
not much flexibility in pricing grain within the state. There has been
a limited attempt at vertical integration by producers but this has not
had much, if any, effect on prices paid to producers.
In general, the grain market within Utah is quite competitive in
the sense that numerous local outlets usually exist; prices paid to
producers within the state are favorable to those paid to producers in
surrounding areas; and a structure currentl y exi sts that wi 11 allow
movement into national (and international) markets. However, these
multiple outlets and distributive structure do not mean that producers
within Utah have any control or influence on prices. Prices are set
externally to the state and local supply/demand conditions can only
introduce small changes in that price • . It appears that 1 ittle can be
done to modify the grain marketing system in Utah.
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OIAPTER VII
THE DAIRY INDUSTRY
Introduction

Cash receipts from the sale of dairy products have run between 25
and 27 percent of total cash receipts generated by the agricultural
sector in Utah. Cash receipts from dairy products are approximately the
same magni tude as recei pts from the sa 1 e of beef catt 1 e and ca 1 ves in
the State. Mil k production has historically increased for the three
pl us decades of the post-war era. Utah is well known for cheese
processing and currently supplies approximately 10 percent of the
nati ona 1 hard cheese producti on. Much of the hard cheese processed in
Utah is exported from the state to other markets, primarily West Coast
cities.
Cow numbers in Utah have continued to decline since the early
1950's. In 1950 there were 100,000 pl us mi 1 k cows producing an average
of 6,550 pounds per cow. In 1983, the mi 1 k cow herd in Utah was 86,000
in number and the average production per cow has increased to over
13,600 pounds per cow.
The structure of the milk market is largely determined by regulation which is placed on the handling of milk in specific areas.
These areas are organized into Federal Milk Marketing Orders,
established under the authority of the Agricultural Marketing Agreement
Act of 1937, as amended. The authority establishes a requirement that
the handlers of milk for a marketing area pay not less than certain
minimum class prices which depend on how the milk is utilized in the .pa
order. Most Utah milk handling is regulated under the Great Basin Order
except southwestern Utah which is in the Lake Mead Order.
The mi 1 k markets are d i fferenti ated into a fl ui d market in whi ch
only Grade A (bottling quality) milk can be marketed and a manufacturing
mi 1 k market to whi ch grade A and other manufacturi ng mi 1 k classes are
suppl ied. Of the total 45 Federal Orders operating in the U. S.,
approximately 82 percent of the milk delivered to handlers is eligible
for fluid or Grade A milk. However, only 43 percent is actually
utilized in the fluid markets.
It is the interaction of supply and demand in the manufacturing
milk market that under present pricing policies determines the market
values of milk. It is also the manufacturing milk price that the U. S.
government had been required under historical legislation to support
between 75 and 90 percent of parity. However, since 1981 the dairy
price support has been severed from parity, but the pricing of milk is
still related to the manufacturing market.
In all markets, the Cl ass I or fl uid price is based on the
inn e sot a - Wi s con sin (fv1- ~~) p ric e . Tot his pric e i sad de d a fix e d d i fferential stated in the order. The level of Class I prices may also be

r~
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1 imited by a tie to another market. The minimum prices required to be
paid producers are blend prices and reflect the blend of the classes of
milk utilized by the handlers in the market area.

The main problem with which milk producers are faced at the present
ti me is the genera 1 attack on the hi gh 1 eve 1 of mi ni mum pri ce supports
and the attending excess milk supplies which have developed and carried
on into the 1980' s. Si nce the 1979-80 marketi ng year the pri ce support
program costs (CCC purchases of manufacturing milk products) have
exceeded $1 bil lion each year. Much of this problem is due to the
inherent structure of orders to induce increased supplies as well as the
support price increase pol icies of the 1977-1980 period. Much of the
discussion on new legislation is centered on the advantages and disadvantages of the present marketing order structure relative to alternative marketing operations.

Dairy Product Marketing
Milk sold during 1983 totaled 1,148 mil lion pounds and was an alltime record production. This production represented only 1 percent more
than was produced in 1982, but milk production sold in Utah has been
increasing at an average of 5.5 percent since 1979, with 8 percent sales
increases during the first two years of the 1980's. These increases
have followed a general production increase which has occurred in most
milk producing states in response to earlier increases in support
prices.
Milk production in Utah for 1983 was 1,172 mil lion pounds and 1,116
mil lion pounds were sold to plants and dealers. Some 65 percent of the
milk sold to handlers was of fluid grade and therefore under the federal
order regulation. The price averaged $12.90 per hundred weight for this
milk.
.
Because Utah is not a large population center but is a significant
milk producing state, Utah milk and cheese producers depend greatly on
out of state marketing channels for the sale of their products. Data on
exports of dairy products are hard to come by, but some calculations
using production numbers and average consumption rates of various
products indicates the heavy reliance on export markets, that is markets
in other states. One of the main markets for Utah dairy products is on
the West Coast where the larger population centers are located such as
the Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego markets.
Cheese products are the main milk items being exported. Currently
around 69 percent of the hard cheese processed in Utah is exported.
Approximately 50 percent of the cottage cheese produced is exported.
Some fluid milk is also shipped out of state along with other products
such as nonfat dry milk and butter. American cheddar cheese comprises
about two-thirds of the hard cheese produced, but Utah is also known for
its swiss cheese, which comprises about 29 percent of the processed
cheese and most of which is exported to primarily West Coast markets.
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Some 8.9 mi 11 ion ga 11 ons of ice cream are produced in Utah and approximate 1 y 36 percent of the producti on is shi pped out of state to other
markets.
There is a great reliance on the production of manufacturing milk
products and the subsequent marketing of these products. Nearly 47
percent of the mil k utilized by handlers in the Great Basin Federal
order is diverted from the fl uid market to the manufacturing use. So
dairy producers do have to depend on the cheese marketing system greatly
for continued viability of the dairy industry.
Markets in California are of particular importance to Utah
producers. A high proportion of California cheese consumption is
imported from out of state even considering the recent build-up in
producti on capaci ty in the centra 1 vall eys of that state. Processi ng
capacity has been limited relative to the population increases which
have occurred in the urban regions of Cal ifornia along the West Coast.
The greatest imports of cheese come into California from Wisconsin
manufacturers or their affi 1 i ate processors in other states, inc 1 ud i ng
Utah. Utah processors do have a transportation advantage in shipping
cheese into California, but the current processing capacity which is
being developed in California and other western states, where large
scale dry lot dairy operations are ,on the increase, needs to be assessed
prior to any large capacity build-up which would take place i~ Utah.
Supermarket chains are also increasing their manufacturing capacity in
the western states.
Per capi ta commerci a 1 use of all dai ry products has shown 1 itt 1 e
change si nce 1970. Consumpti on was decreasi ng approximate 1 y 1 percent
annua 11 y duri ng the 1960· s, so the stabi 1 i ty of the recent decade is a
positive movement in demand. The earlier downward trend in fluid milk
sales was accelerated during the 1970·s by a shift in the age
distribution of the population. The baby boom population moved beyond
the peak milk consuming ages to the lowest consuming age bracket.
Shifts were made from whole milk to lowfat milk. Currently, lowfat milk
accounts for close to 44 percent of fluid milk sales overall.
Cheese consumption growth has been very important to the dairy
industry in general, and to Utah producers in particular. American
cheese consumption per capita grew about a fourth of a pound annually in
the past decade. Consumption of other cheese varieties grew about a
third of a pound per year during the same period.
Co mm e r cia 1 use 0 f non fat dry mil k has dr 0 ppe d • Per cap ita sal e s
currently are less than half what they were in 1970. However, whey
products consumption has expanded considerably, particularly whey
protein concentrates. The whey protein concentrates have fi 11 ed the
role formerly held by nonfat dry milk in providing an inexpensive source
of very high quality protein.
Major expansion of the milk supply is a long term process, mainly
because of the constraints of biological technology. It takes approximately 27 months from birth until a heifer enters the mil king herd.
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Supply studies indicate that in the long run, a 10 percent change in
milk prices received at the farm level changes milk production about 5
percent in the same direction. The adjustment appears to take place
over a 4-year period, with very little change occurring during the yearin which the price changes.
Contraction of milk supply is similarly affected by the heavy fixed
investment in specialized facilities and lack of alternative farm opportunities. Dairy farmers are now faced with the problem of deciding
whether to expand or to contract in the face of pol icy changes in the
1980's and the uncertainty of what the new legislation, if it comes
about, wi 11 be.
Value of Utah Milk

It is interesting to note that both Class I and blend prices per
hundred weight for milk are lower in the Great Basin Order relative to
some other neighboring Federal orders. Likewise, the same prices are
somewhat lower for the Lake Mead Order, the other order in which Utah
milk is regulated. Average Federal order Class I and blend prices for
1982 and 1983 are given in Table 12.
A comparison on value of milk marketed by order can be seen in
Table 13. On a value per producer basis, value is low for producers in
. the Great Basin Order relative to surrounding orders.
Of course, the prices and val ue are rel ated to mi 1 k uti 1 ization,
particularly utilization in the primary market where Class I prices are
derived. Class I utilization for the years 1982 and 1983 are given in
Table 14. Here again, the utilization for the Great Basin Order is low
re 1 ati ve. to nei ghbori ng orders wi th the excepti on of the Southwestern
Idaho-Eastern Oregon Order. It is important to keep in mi nd that most
of Eastern Idaho production and utilization is also regulated under the
Great Basin Order, which includes the fairly substantial dairy activity
around Pocatello, Blackfoot and Idaho Falls.
Market Structure in The Dairy Industry

Dairy product sales respond relatively little to price changes, at
least in the short run. Generally, a 10 percent decline in retail
prices will increase sales of fluid milk by only 2 percent. Butter and
cheese sales, as is the case for most other manufacturing milk products,
respond more to price changes. A 10 percent decline in price brings
about a 7 to 8 percent increase in the sales of butter and cheese.
Total commercial sales would be expected to rise about 3 percent if
retail prices fell 10 percent.
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Table 12.

Average Federal Milk Order Class I and Blend Prices, by
Select Marketing Areas, 1982 and 1983.

Federal Order

Class I Price
(cwt)

Blend Price
(cwt)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------1982

1983

1982

1983

Great Basin

14.38

14.43

13.48

13.57

Lake Mead

14.08

14.13

13.76

13.78

Eastern Colorado

14.78

14.83

14.08

14.21

Western Colorado

14.48

14.53

14.08

14.01

Central Arizona

15.00

15.05

13.93

13.94

SW Idaho/E Oregon

13.98

14.03

12.76

12.74

Rio Grande Valley

14.83

14.88

14.03

14.01

------------------------------------------------------ -~----------------

Table 13.

Total Value of Milk Marketed By All Producers and Average
Value of Milk Marketed per Producer at Blend Prices by
Select Federal Order, 1982 and 1983.
Val ue
All Producers

Value
Per Producer

Federal Order

1982
1983
(1000 Dollars)

1982
1983
(Dollars)

Great Basin

128,772

128,456

197,503

202,612

20,265

22,097

519,615

597,216

Eastern Colorado

133,715

133,763

175,020

185,782

Western Colorado

15,140

15,479

219,420

286,648

SW Idaho/E Oregon

72,949

85,105

204,339

233,164

164,108

170,111

78,107

83,675

Lake Mead

Central Arizona
Rio Grande Valley

976,833 1,030,976
619,897

709,110

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 14.

Class I Utilization by Handlers Regulated Under Select
Orders, 1982 and 1983.

Federal Order

Percent

Class

I

Utilization

1982

1983

Great Basin

52.0

51.4

Lake Mead

69.7

73.6

Eastern Colorado

69.2

68.6

Western Colorado

71.6

79.6

SW Idaho/E Oregon

16.0

18.5

Central Arizona

55.4

56.7

Rio Grande Valley

61.5

64.1

These price responses have several implications for the milk market
or the differentiation of the fluid market from the manufacturing
market. First, small variations in mil k output will result in substantial price movements as long as prices are d~termined by the market.
Second, total consumer expenditures for dairy products vary directly and
almost proportionately with the price. A 10 percent increase in retail
prices will decrease consumption by 3 percent and increase consumer
expendi tures by about 7 percent. Thi rd, sma 11 consumer responses to
price changes can be masked by demographic changes, changes in consumer
preferences, and other factors.
Fluid milk sales generally are also changed very little by changes
in incomes of consumers. Cheese consumption is positively related to
income, but again the income effect is small. Therefore, in the markets
for milk products, the demand is very stable, but because of production
technology, the supp1 y is quite vari abl e over the course of a season.
So the structure of the market is ripe for initiatives to attempt to
control supply in a primary market, the one with the least price
response on the demand side of the market, and to divert excess supply
to the market where sales are more responsive to price.
The basi c 1 egi s 1 ati on of Federa 1 mi 1 k marketi ng orders and subsequent amended legisl ation has attempted to provide producers
assistance with some degree of bargaining power over prices received for
milk produced and some power to even out supply over the season by using
The institution of
the class price and two-market system which exists.
the orders has operated to create the exi sti ng market structure whi ch
prevails in the dairy industry. The objectives of the orders as stated
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in the various sections of the legislation are contained in such phrases
as "order 1 y marketi ng", "pari ty pri ces", lIinterests of consumers", and
"adequate supplyll. These phrases over time hav.e taken on meaning which
is associated with the operation of the particular structure of the
market. For example, "orderly marketing" is now usually associated with
stabilizing fluid milk prices, providing dependable markets for Grade A
producers, and improving the balance of market power between producers
and handlers. The term "adequate supply" is now associated with maintaining a reserve of Grade A mi 1 k for the fl uid market on a seasonal,
weekly and daily basis that can be relied upon when the Grade A supply
is short relative to demand. Maintenance of adequate supply is of
consumer interest, and the order system has been quite successful in
thi s funct ion.
The implementation of the support price in the manufacturing milk
market (the secondary market of two-market system for mi 1 k marketi ng)
undergirds the Minnesota-Wisconsin base pricing system and, thus,
practically all milk prices since all class prices are based on the Eau
Claire, Wisconsin base. When market prices are above the support level,
the price support program in the manufacturing market is not effective.
However, when milk prices fall to or below the support level, the
Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) purchases of manufacturing milk
products prevent further decline of the Minnesota-Wisconsin base and
thus prevent further decline of all milk prices.
Both the price support program and the Federal milk marketing order
program cou 1 d improve the performance ·of the industry over a system
devoid of government involvement if these programs were used as price
and market stabilizing mechanisms primarily rather than for income
enhancement.
Over time, both of these programs have been used
periodically as income-enhancing tool s, but in varying degrees. When
the income-enhancement functi on is invoked, as it was duri ng the 19801983 peri od and duri ng the 1 ate 1970' s, then i neffi ci ent use of
resources results and net losses to society accrue. There is al so a
redi stributi on of income among producers, and from consumers and taxpayers to producers (who are also taxpayers). The degree of use of this
tool has generally been the result of policy or administrative decisions
rather than being an ongoing integral feature of the programs. The tool
is initiated through the use of increased CCC purchases from the
manufacturing milk market.
One peri od of pri ce enhancement appears to ha ve been in 1977 when
the CCC purchased 6.1 bi 11 i on pounds ( mi 1 k equi val ent), or 5.1 percent
of marketings. Another period is the 1980-1983 period as mentioned
above. CCC purchases duri ng thi s peri od averaged 10 percent of
marketings and reached a record level of 12 percent during 1983. This
is contrast to the 1966-1979 period when purchases averaged 3.3 percent
of marketings. Nominal direct costs to taxpayers of the program
averaged $325 mil lion per year during the 1952-1973 marketing years, but
since 1979, program costs have exceeded $1 billion each year, and
reached a record $2.6 bi 11 ion in the 1982-83 marketing year, Qr about
$13,000 per commercial dairy farmer. However, since these expenditures
were for processed dairy products, farmers did not receive the full
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benefit of these government purchases to gird up the manufacturing
prices.
In Utah, producers for the manufacturing mil k market would
receive benefit from the price supporting activity, but the benefit is
quite differential among producers, particularly between fluid and manufacturing milk producers.
Over time, dairy industry leaders have been reluctant to conclude
that there is a basic incentive in the market structure to provide
stimulus for excess supply. However, the response to the price support
program indicates that the incentive is there, and producers find themselves in a problem of over supply and imposition of cost on taxpayers
for operating the price undergirding operation. Prior to the paid
di version program ·under the Dairy and Tobacco Adjustment Act of 1983,
there had been no supply control provisions. Increased revenues to
dairy producers through the programs were realized from higher mil k
prices to farmers, which, in turn, increased milk production. Recently
producers have benefited more from the higher price received for dairy
products moving to the CCC under the support program than they would
have by relying solely on the commercial market, although there is some
controversy surrounding that concl usion, and the benefit varies
geographically and by market area.
The basic problem is one of market structure \'Ihich has developed
through implementation of the basic two-market order system.
Abstracting from all of the details of the operation of Federal orders,
and supply demand decisions which are made by the administrators of the
orders in order to smooth out the market, some basic supply responses
can be sorted out. A two-price system of orders, given no controls over
the output decisions of individual producers, with each producer
accounting for a small fraction of order output, implies that every
order producer will produce some milk that is sold at prices below
marginal costs of production. If output decisions are based on blend
pri ce sand mi 1 k is in fact so 1 d at the man ufacturi ng mi 1 k pri ce, then
the replacement of competition in the supply of milk with a Federal
ord€r system produces a system that induces dairymen to produce mil k
individually and collectively at a cost that exceeds the price at which
this milk is jointly sold.
The above conclusions are derived assuming that the demand for
manufacturing milk in that market is perfectly elastic for any given
Federal order, and that the marginal cost of producing mil k within any
gi ven order are i ncreasi ng wi th output. The fi rst assumpti on is based
on the fact that any gi ven order produces a sma 11 amount of the tota 1
suppl y of manufacturi ng mi 1 k or Grade A mi 1 k whi ch is di verted to the
manufacturing market. In addition, the government has been in the
manufacturi ng market maki ng purchases of products to support the pri ce
of the secondary market in the post World War II era. If the purchases
are successful in operati ng the pri ce support program, then the demand
in the manufacturing milk market is horizontal (perfectly elastic) at
the effective support price. The fluid market equilibrium is determined
by the equality of marginal cost and marginal revenue. Blend prices
which are paid by the order range from the equilibrium fluid price to
other prices which are lower (Class II and Class III prices) up to the
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poi r.t where these pri ces are equa 1 at the margi n to margi na 1 cost.
However, these other prices induce production beyond the point where
margi na 1 cost equal margi na 1 revenue in the manufacturi ng market (the
efficient resource using point in production). Competition, would
operate to reduce the output to the optimum point. Therefore, the order
system does have a built in incentive to induce milk production beyond a
poi nt where resources whi ch are used to produce the mi 1 k are emp 1 oyed
efficientl y.
Deci sions are then made to induce more government
purchases to keep blend prices from falling further as excess supply is
increased. The excess supp 1 y beyond the effi ci ent producti on poi nt is
produced at out-of-pocket costs which exceed the receipts derived from
the sale of the excess ouput in the manufacturing milk market.

MARKET STRUCTURE, CONDUCT AND PERFORMANCE
What the preceding analysis has summarized is the fact that the
market structure which is imposed by the orders is a monopolistic
pricing arrangement. However, contrary to the problems of most common
monopolistic pricing arrangements which generally produce too small an
output, the Federal order system in the dairy industry has the potential
for producing too large an output. Typically, monopolists have marginal
costs that are less than the price at which their marginal output is
sold, and then the economic costs of the monopoly structure arise
because ouput is too small. In contrast, order producers se 11 thei r
mar gin a lou t put (" 1 a s tad d i t ion·a 1 un its 0 f mil k g0 i ng to .the man ufacturing mil k market at some Class II or Class III price) at prices
below marginal costs. In this case, some of the gains from buying
"fluid prices" through the support price program are dissipated in
excessive production of milk at costs that exceed marginal returns.
Therein lies some of the problems with which producers are faced and
have been facing since particularly the late 1970's. CCC purchases have
increased at record levels in order to keep blend prices from falling,
but the benefits of such purchases have been dissipated as excess supply
increases and the costs of milk production increase.
The structure of the market as presentl y i nfl uenced by the
existence of Federal orders is certainly noncompetitive in nature.
However, it appears that structural changes which have occurred over
time have essentially modified the market power of fluid milk
processors. The markets in most areas are now dominated by relatively
large, farmer-owned cooperatives and food store chains. The integration
of chains and farmer cooperatives into processing and the rise of large
mil k bargaining associations have brought about the changes in the
market. The most important change from the viewpoint of market power in
procurement is that homogenous milk (Grade A and Grade B distinction not
now being as significant as earlier periods) puts fluid milk processors
and milk manufacturers together in the same market.
However, another problem arises. With the integration of the
cooperatives and chains into the processing stage, there may be an
environment created from coercive conduct. Such conduct cannot be
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substanti ated in the Utah marketi ng areas. However, such conduct has
been known to fol low vertical integration and attempts at negative
pricing. Therefore, producers and their cooperatives should understand
that they could come under attack by antitrust sympathizers. The danger
1 ies in whether the integration backed by regul ation through the order
system can restri ct the beha v i our of actua 1 or potenti a 1 competi tors
thereby giving anyone cooperative or chain-cooperative arrangement
superior market power. A modification, however, to the tendency to
drift to this extreme is the fact that the cooperatives and the orders
do not restrict entry into milk production.
Even without the marketing order influence, the primary market for
milk (fluid) is of such a nature that it is ripe to control supplies in
that market to increase pri ce and send the excess to the manufacturi ng
market. The extent of this practice in any particular market depends on
whether excess demand or excess supply generally exists therein.
Current trends toward increased interregional flows modifies this
impact. Interregional milk flows increase the supply elasticity in
deficit market areas and increases the elasticity of demand in surplus
areas. Greater demand and supp 1y e 1 asti ci ti es tend to decrease pri ce
instability and also tend to equalize the demand elasticities in the
fluid and manufacturing milk markets.
There are several problems with which milk producers are faced, and
several marketing and pricing policies are being discussed by producers
and the Congress at thi s poi nt si nce the Farm Bi 11 is to be worked out
in the next few months. More on these policies and their advantages and
disadvantages will be taken up in a subsequent piece on marketing
strategy po 1 icy.
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CHAPTER VIII
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Introduction

The two main fruit crops grown in Utah, mainly produced along the
Front in Utah, Sal t Lake, Davis, Weber and Box El der counties,
are tart cherries and apples. Tart cherry revenues were approximately
$9.3 mi 11 ion in 1983, whi ch was the hi ghest revenue generated for that
crop and based on the greatest production achieved in cherry production
in the state. Apple production in Utah generated approximately $9
mill ion in revenues for 1983, al so based on a record high production.
Apple production in the state has been steadily increasing since 1970,
whi le tart cherry production has been increasing since the mid-1970s.
Tart cherry production, mainly concentrated in Utah County, has been
considerably more variable as have the prices, and therefore the
revenues from the crop are highly variable relative to apples and other
crops such as peaches and pears.
~~asatch

Utah apple and cherry producers depend heavily on markets outside
of the state. In recent years, more than 70 percent of the apple crop
has been shipped outside, and 50 percent of these shipments are into the
California markets. About 90 percent of Utah's tart cherry crop, which
is nearly all processed, is shipped outside the state. An estimated 60
percent of the sweet cherry crop is currently marketed out of state.
Sweet cherry production and sales generated approximately $2.8
million in revenues followed by peaches which contributed $1.8 million
and pears which contributed over $1 mil lion. Apricot revenues are quite
variable from year to year and were $354,000 for 1983. Total revenue
for these major fruits grown in Utah was $24.2 million.
Vegetab 1 e producti on has dec 1 i ned to sma 11 acreages in the state
except for onions and potatoes. Acreage of tomatoes, green peas, sweet
corn, snap beans, green lima beans, table beets, and cucumbers has
declined from approximately 25,000 acres during the immediate post World
War II era of 1945 - 1950 to approximately 2,700 acres. This is largely
because of the migration of vegetable processing firms to major growing
areas of the Northwest, Upper Midwest, and California, and partly
because of the closure of the Growers Market in Sal t Lake City, which
served as a terminal market and sell-buy coordinating point for
producers, whol esa 1 ers, shi ppers, and brokers. Acreages of these
vegetables had dwindled, however, to about half the acreage of the
immediate post World War II era by time the terminal market closed. So
the volume of vegetable supply from local farmers was not sufficient to
support the whol esal e market and the growing grocery chain and cooperative grocery purchasing in the Salt Lake, Ogden and Provo areas.
Oni ons and potatoes sti 1 1 ho 1 d some promi se for growth under the
current marketing system. In 1983, approximately 1,900 acres of dry
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onions were harvested, and the acreage has consistently been around
2,000 acres for the Plst several years. Onions are shipped as far away
as the Chi cago, Cincinnati, Dall as, Houston, New Orl eans, and in very
1 imited amounts, into Indianapo1 is. The Los Angel es market is a
recipient of Utah onions mainly in the months of October through
January. Potatoes are shipped in the early winter months to the Los
Ange 1 es market and other areas. Chi pper potatoes are bei ng moved into
the Dal las and San Antonio markets during the Spring months.
The Growers Market in Salt Lake City, around which most of the
whol esa1 e, jobber, recei ver, and broker business in fruits and
vegetables once thrived, is a thing of the past. The farmer supply of
fruits and vegetables dwindled rapidly during the 1950's and the hub of
farmer to wholesaler, receiver, and truck jobber exchange at the Growers
Market ceased in the 1960's. There was never an organized wholesale
market in 'Sa1t Lake City as found in other cities such as the Denargo
Market in Denver, but the Salt Lake City wholesale operations have
always provided fruits and vegetables for a broad area covering Utah and
sub s tan t i alp 0 r t ion s 0 f ne i g hb0 r i ng Stat e s • CLIrre nt 1y the wh ole sal e
market is disbursed throughout Salt Lake City, and the greatest handling
of fresh produce is done by chain store and retailer cooperative
operations in the Salt Lake City, Ogden, and Provo areas. These same
operations now dominate in the other areas which the Salt Lake wholesale
market serves such as in Montana, western Wyomi ng and eastern Nevada,
and Idaho. Packer-shipper operations have primarily left the Salt Lake
wholesale market and are disbursed in the producing areas of Utah,
Davis, Weber, and Box Elder counties. Producer cooperatives have
recently developed in fruit production and shipping in Utah county.
A large percentage of the total price which consumers pay for food
goes to cover marketing and handling costs. This is particularly true
in fruit and vegetable marketing. Farm producers receive from 12 to 22
percent of the consumer pri ce from whi ch a 11 expenses must come. Thi s
compares with an average of 19 percent of the consumer price for grains,
nearly 50 percent for milk products, and close to 60 percent for meats.
Brokerage charges and margins of whol esal ers and recei ver-jobbers are
difficult to obtain. However, some information from the Salt Lake
wholesale market, and the Los Angeles and Denver markets indicates
brokerage charges range from 12 to 18 percent of se 11 i ng pri ce.
Receivers appear to aim for a margin averaging from 10 to 15 percent of
sale price, while service wholesalers and receiver-jobbers (who perform
further service and even suggest prices to other wholesalers and
retailers) aim at higher margins of 13 to 18 percent. Much of the
exchange in produce in these markets is from direct shipping point to
chain store warehouses and also to retailer cooperatives and the margins
or markups are unavailable. Markups from farm producer to roadside
stand can range from 20 to 50 percent dependi ng on the arrangement and
the produce item.
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The Wholesale Produce Market in Utah

There has never been an organized wholesale produce market in Utah,
particularly Salt Lake City, like has traditionally been the case in
other areas such as the Los Angeles and Denver markets. The Growers
Market however, did provide, until the 1960's, a hub of farmer and
whol esal er exchange. In former years, the exchange in and around the
Growers Market was between jobber-receivers, brokers, wholesalers,
trucker-jobbers, farmers, and grocery chains and retai 1 grocer cooperatives. In addition, small retail produce market firm operators located
in the Salt Lake City and surrounding areas came to the Growers Market
to purchase produce wholesale to take to their retail operations which
were dispursed throughout the area.
The Salt Lake wholesale market, though not centrally organized, has
a 1 ways prov i ded fresh frui ts and vegetab 1 es for a broad area coveri ng
most of Utah and sUbstanti a 1 porti ons of nei ghbori ng states. A
relatively major trucker-jobber activity once existed in and around the
Growers Market until the past two decades. This was the means by which
the who 1 esa 1e market serv iced the surround i ng areas main 1 yin Eastern
Nevada, all of Utah, some parts of Colorado, Eastern Idaho, Western and
Central Wyoming, and several cities in Montana. The · jobber-trucking
activity is almost a thing of the past, although the Salt Lake wholesale
market, which is now disbursed throughout the city, still serves as
wholesale and chainstore-retailer cooperative distribution center for
the same surround i ng areas.
Distribution from the wholesale market is now mainly a function of
the chainstore and retailer cooperative firms which are connected to
1 arge regi ona 1 operati ons. There sti 11 remai ns some trucki ng from the
market to cities in Idaho, Wyoming and Montana, however, the trucking is
mainly done on a hire basis for the large chains, or for the wholesalers. Most of the trucking is done by relatively large regional
firms, or by national refrigerated service firms. There are, however, 9
trucker-jobber firms which still operate out of the wholesale market in
Sa 1 t Lake and truck produce to Idaho and Montana. Some 13 who 1 esa 1 e
receiver firms currently operate in the market, but their functions have
changed considerably over the years as some are also brokers, some are
receivers, brokers, and have mainly direct institutional sales.
The structure and location of activity of the Salt Lake wholesale
market and packer-shipper activities have changed considerably over the
years. In 1958, prior to the close of Growers Market, some 45 firms (7
retailers and 38 wholesalers) made up the wholesale market in Salt Lake.
Some 6 packer-shippers were located in Utah, Davis and Box Elder
counties with ties to operations of the wholesale market. At that time
6 chains and 2 retailer cooperatives were also connected to buying and
receiving activities of the market. There were over 21 trucker-jobbers
who were regularly using the wholesale market as the produce purchase
point and had regular routes to stores and special produce markets in
surrounding states during 1958. About 80 percent of the produce sales
in the wholesale market were made at the Growers Market and the
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surrounding wholesale houses. The ~emalnlng business was being done by
5 wholesalers and 5 small chains which were disbursed around the city.
In addition, some 7 other wholesalers~ mostly trucker-jobbers, operated
in the suburbs of Salt Lake and Ogden. Some trucker-jobbers and commission truckers operated out of the Provo-Orem and Perry-Wi 1 lard areas of,
respectively, Utah and Box Elder counties during cherry and peach
seasons. During cherry, apricot and peach seasons, several wholesalers,
again mainly trucker-jobbers came into the Growers Market to either
purchase single line loads such as loads of cherries, apricots or
peaches, or sometimes mixed loads of peaches and tomatoes. These
truckers came into the market from as far away as the Denve~-Greeley
area in Colorado, and from points in western Kansas. In addition,
several independent grocery store firms from western and central Wyoming
came into the market to purchase mixed and single line loads of produce.
During the immediate post World War II era (1940's and 1950's) farm
producers of a variety of fruits and vegetables had a central market and
a number of buyers of their produce. Large producers, such as those
located in Utah and Box Elder counties had access to that central market
in Salt Lake and also had access to a limited number of packer-shippers
located in their areas. Among the farm producers, there were al so a
number of farmers who marketed the produce of other farmers on a commission basis and used the wholesale market for their sales, or they could
collect enough producer volume at shipping grade to directly truck to
the packer-shippers along the Wasatch Front. The commissions charged
for this marketing activity ranged, at that period of time, from 9 to 18
percent of the sale ' price of the produce.
Currently, the wholesale market in Salt Lake City is disbursed
throughout the city, although some wholesalers have gathered in new
facilities located near 400 West Street between 500 South and 600 South
streets in the city. The di spersion was taking pl ace during the 1 ate
1950's whi 1 e the Growers Market area provided a central exchange hub.
Most of the wholesalers needed expanded facilities to handle the
receiving of direct shipments from outside of the state and farmer
supplies locally were small and dwindling. Increasingly less direct
busi ness wi th farmers or commi ssi on marketers was bei ng undertaken and
the central hub of exchange was not needed. Even in 1958, 76 percent of
the produce arriving in the market as then defined came direct from
shi ppi ng poi nt, and 90 percent of that came from outsi de of the state,
mainly from California producing and shipping points. At this time, the
chain grocers and retailer cooperative grocer firms were expanding their
warehousi ng and breakpoi nt faci 1 i ti es in Sa 1 t Lake and a 1 so in Ogden,
and nearly all of their produce was coming in from shipping points
outsi de of Utah wi th the excepti on of busi ness done wi th the recei ver
wholesalers.
Increasingly over the years these firms had to seek
supplies from direct shipping points primarily located in California,
but a 1 so located in the frui t and potato produci ng areas of Idaho and
other Northwest states.
Currently there are 13 wholesaler-receivers in the city, 8 chainstore-retailer cooperative firms,S broker and sales agencies of which 3
are receivers and wholesalers. Of the 13 wholesaler-receivers, 3
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specialize in particular vegetables such as potatoes and onions.
Trucker-jobber numbers have been reduced to 9 which operate out of the
Sa 1 t Lake Ci ty area; however severa 1 others operate out of the ProvoOrem and Ogden areas. Several out-of-State produce truckers bring in
fruits and vegetables to the receiver-wholesalers and some of those are
national operations which truck to several markets in the Western U. S.
The packer-shi pper operati ons ha ve pri mari 1y moved from the Sa 1 t Lake
City area to locations primarily in Utah County, with some branch
operations in Box El der and Davis County. There are 7 recei ver-jobber
fi rms whi ch speci ali ze in i nsti tuti ona 1 produce sa 1es in the Sa 1 t Lake
City area and 2 which operate out of the Ogden area. There is al so 1
commi ssi on who 1 esa 1 er fi rm whi ch operates in the Sa 1 t Lake market for
purchases and shipments to the Denver market.
Chainstore-retailer cooperative firms handle the bulk of the
produce which arrives in the Salt Lake City market, fol lowed by the
handling by the receiver-wholesalers. These same chain firms distribute
produce to other stores in the eastern Idaho, western Wyoming, and
Montana cities which were formerly served mainly by the trucker-jobbers
connected to the Salt Lake wholesale market.
As far as the marketing of local produce, mainly the major fruits
(tart cherries, apples, cherries) and vegetables (potatoes, onions and
carrots), sales are made to a limited number of packer-shippers for
export from the state, to chainstores and retailer cooperatives, and
direct export to out-of-state markets through brokers and wholesalers in
these outside markets. There is limited marketing through wholesalers
connected to the Salt Lake wholesale market relative to what used to
occur two decades ago. In .fact, the trend is a movement to producer and
producer cooperative packing and shipping in the major tart cherry,
apple and sweet cherry producing areas, mainly in Utah County, and to
some extent in Box Elder County. There are currently 9 producershippers in Utah County and these same firms wholesale fruits. Of the
9 producer-shippers, 4 also advertise as retailers of fruits. There are
also 3 producer cooperatives which ship out of Utah County. In Box
Elder County, 3 of the larger producers ship on occasion, as well as
wholesale and retail. These producers are also engaged in direct
sel ling to consumers through roadside stands. Several producers in Box
Elder County market direct to consumers through roadside stands.
Marketing Trends For Utah Fruits and Vegetables

The major trend in fruit marketing in Utah is the movement to
concentrate production in tart cherries and appl es, and to form
marketing orders to define fruit quality, and then to concentrate on
out-of-state sal es in these fruits. There is al so a movement toward
producer and producer cooperative or association shipping to out-ofstate market points. There are a number of producers of sweet cherries
and peaches in the State. However, particularly in the case of peaches,
marketing is currently being targeted to local consumers, and to some
degree the Sa 1 t Lake who 1 esa 1 e market. Some producers of peaches do
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have out-of-state markets to which packed peaches, of particularly
earlier maturing varieties, are shipped.
--

-

-

As indicated earlier, in excess of 70 percent of the apple crop is
shipped out of Utah. Depending on the grade and the particular production, about 30 to 40 percent of the apple crop is shipped to California
markets.
Approximately 90 percent of Utah's tart cherry crop is
marketed outside of Utah. These are marketed almost entirely in
processed form and enter a national market. In fact, the tart cherry
market has increasingly become a national market over the years. Utah's
production was second only to Michigan's production in 1983, so the
State's supply plays a very important role in the national market, and
prices in the market are very sensitive to supply variations in Utah and
Michigan, with other suppliers, namely New York, Pennsylvania and
Wisconsin, holding some balance in affecting prices through their
supply.
Even given the great amount of fruit exports relative to
production, Utah has net imports of $6 million in fruits which come into
the state through the wholesale market, mainly direct from shipping
point. Of course, much of the imported fruit is comprised of citrus and
bananas from California and to some extent from Arizona and Texas.
However, Washington supplies 80 percent of the apple shipments into the
Salt Lake wholesale market, while Idaho and California supply,
respectively, 7 and 6 percent of these shipments. Only 7 percent of the
shipments to the wholesale market are identifiable as Utah produced
apples. Recently, approximately 75 percent of the sweet cherries coming
into the wholesale market are shipped in from California, with
Washington shipping in approximately 13 percent. Lugged peaches are
al so shipped in from California to the wholesale market. About 90
percent of the 1 ugged peaches comi ng into that market are from
California, with Utah producers supplying the remaining 10 percent,
mainly from early varieties. Most Utah peaches are sold in the retail
market for canning or direct consumption, with early varieties being
packed for shipment to the wholesale market and to out-of-state markets
mainly in Montana, eastern Idaho and western Wyoming cities, and limited
numbers to the Denver market.
There are obvious reasons for the import-export (i.e, from one
state to another if both are producers of the same crop) trade patterns
which are developing and in which Utah producers are involved. If the
fruits or vegetables can be accurately graded within a range or packing
lot, the best of the lot can be shipped to distant markets and the
poorer lots can be sold near to home. The grading system, in this
sense, enhances the competitive position of the producer in the distant
market, particularly the market which is located in a large population
center with large net excess demand for the particular commodity and
higher market prices than derived in the home market. The grading
system also reduces transportation costs, because it generally cost the
same to ship the high quality commodities as it does the lower quality,
lower valued commodities. It is al so advantageous to attempt to
separate the markets for the graded, and presumed higher quality fruits
and vegetables, from the lower quality commodities in order to maintain
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price enhancement strategies in the less e1 astic high qual ity market
through some form of supp 1y contro 1 such as gradi ng. Such a separation
a1 so keeps the increasing supp1 ies of lower qual ity commodities from
lowering the prices of the higher qual ity commodities to the level of
prices of the ungraded products.
Producing high qual ity fruits and vegetables is · seldom cost1ess.
More careful picking and usually more expensive down-stream handling in
the marketing of these commodities is required. In some instances, the
extra costs are probably not outweighed by the extra returns. Generally
this is the reason why individual farm (particularly small farm) se1 ling
on a graded basis has little attraction. Small farm selling is
successful primarily on the basis that consumers come to the farm or the
roadsi de stand to purchase frui ts and vegetab 1 es whi ch are fresh, i.e.,
pi cked the same day. Genera 11 y the 1 arger speci ali zed producers, or
those producers who can cooperate in marketing larger quantity lots, to
whom the commod i ty is fi nanci all y important are more recepti ve to the
idea of uniform or graded lots in their se1 ling operations. Those
producers who are farthest from the 1arge consumpti on centers are a 1 so
usua 11 y more interested in such graded se 11 i ng programs, aga in because
it enhances their position in the distant market and lowers transportation costs. Of course, this is the very move by the larger apple
producers and tart cherry producers to form the apple and cherry
marketing orders which have been initiated recently.
With the migration of major vegetable processing companies from
Utah and the closing of the Growers Market in Sal t Lake City, >production
of most vegetables has declined to small agreages for local use. Only
onions and potatoes, and to some extent carrots, are produced on a
con tin ue d co mm e r cia 1 pro d uc t ion s cal e i nUt a h. Uta him po r t sap pro x imate1y $30 million vegetables per year. California, Idaho, and
Ari zona 1 supp 1y dry oni ons to the Sa 1 t Lake who 1esa 1e market, but Utah
producers do ha ve major marketi ng connecti ons to thi s market, both to
the wholesalers (particularly 2 special line receivers) and the chainstore and retai 1er cooperati ves whi ch operate in the who 1esa 1e market
for onions. There is sufficient grading to market uniform lots which
are attractive to the chainstores.
Utah onions are shipped to distant markets such as Los Angeles,
At 1 anta, Da 11 as-Ft. Worth, Ba 1 ti more-Washi ngton, and New York. Other
markets are closer such as Phoenix, Albuquerque, and into cities of
Wyoming and Montana. Approximately 44 percent of the onion sales are in
the out-of-state markets and these export sales are growing. There are
even greater shipments out-of-state if the chainstore and retailer
cooperative firm distributions are accounted for. There are a number of
producers who sell directly to these firms and then the warehousing
operations of these firms in turn are distributing Utah onions to
v ari ous out-of-state reta i 1 poi nts. Some of the more important who 1esale onion markets which Utah onions enter are the Los Angeles, Dal las,
Atlanta and Chicago markets.
Detailed information on the movement of potatoes is unavailable.
The only source of information on trade is from the Agricultural
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Service (AMS) unload statistics and some information from
potato handlers who operate in the Salt Lake wholesale market. There
are two types of markets for Utah potatoes, one is for table grade
potatoes and the other is for chipper potatoes. The Salt Lake wholesale
market (including special line potato wholesalers and the chainstore and
retailer cooperative wholesale houses) is a major market for both
chipper and table potatoes. Information from the AMS unload statistics
indicates that approximately 40 percent of the Utah crop is shipped to
out-of-state markets, and mainly for chipping use.
Mar~cting

The out-of-state markets for Utah potatoes include the major
markets such as Los Angel es, San Francisco, Dall as-Ft. Worth, Denver,
San Antonio, and as far away as the Albany and New York-Newark markets.
The San Francisco market is a major outlet for chipper potatoes, and
chipper potatoes are shipped there most months throughout the year. The
Dal las-Ft. Worth and San Antonio markets are al so outlets for Utah
Chipper potatoes, as are the Albuquerque, Kansas City and Denver
markets. Table grade potatoes are shipped mainly to the Los Angeles,
and more distant markets in the East.
Both chipper and table grade potatoes are received at the Salt Lake
wholesale market throughout most months of the year except June and
July. This is an important market for the home production. It is not
known what proportions of these shipment are then distributed to other
states from this market in the distribution functions of the chainstore
and retailer cooperative firms which participate in the Salt Lake
market, but some would be, even though Idaho and Washington potatoes are
generally distributed in the outlying areas served by this market. Most
of the chipper potatoes received in the Salt Lake market are used for
chipping instate, and approximately 77 percent of the Utah grown
. potatoes received in the market are for chipping use.
It appears that chipper potato markets in the Southwest can be
penetrated by Utah producers and shippers. The markets in Dal las,
Albuquerque and Phoenix ' are expanding. These particular markets appear
to be open to Utah producers who can produce uniform lots of potatoes
for the chipping industry in these areas. Of course, Utah producers
will have competition from Idaho, Colorado, and to some extent, Nevada
producers for these markets.
There has been growth in the roadside and produce special ized
markets in Utah. These firms are located along the "fruit way" of
Brigham City, Perry and Wil lard in Box Elder County, the Fruit Heights
and Bountiful areas of Davis County, in various locations in Salt Lake
County, and Pl easant Grove, Orem, Provo, and in the Payson-Santaquin
areas of Utah County. Some roadside stand operations have been started
in other locations such as Logan, Nephi, and Tremonton, but most of
these specialize in local tomatoes, sweet corn, and snap beans with some
fruit, in season, being transported in from the fruit producing areas of
Utah and Box Elder counties.
Direct sel ling from farmer to consumer is done in many of the
producing locations either through roadside stands, small warehouse
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operations in connection with shipping operations, or through consumerpicking operations.
Direct sell ing to consumers rel ies on the
consumer's preference for produce which is picked the same day as
purchase and the relaxation of grading standards. Much of the growth in
roadside stand business has been by firms which sell both in season
local produce and citrus. There are several producer-shippers which
al so operate direct sell ing retail outlets and retail surpl us shipping
grade and ungraded produce such as apples, peaches, and pears, along
with tomatoes local squash, and other local vegetables.
Market Structure and Implications for Marketing Strategy

With the disbursed wholesale market, and with fewer buyer firms in
that market, the Salt Lake market is less competitive in the buying of
Utah fruit and vegetable production. This would be more the case in
some lines of fruits and vegetables than others. For example, there are
3 special onion-potato wholesalers in the market, and, for all practical
purposes, 1 packer-shipper firm which operates both in the Salt Lake
wholesale market and in the potato and onion producing locations. The
trend is in this direction for several reasons, not the least of which
is the very low volume supply of most fruits and vegetables from Utah
producers compared to production volumes in states such as California,
Arizona, Texas, Oregon, Washington and Idaho. Several buyers or processing plants could not efficiently .operate in the . state and compete
for the small volume and still attempt to import larger shipments from
the major producing states.
In the tart cherry industry, a somewhat different force influences
the structure of the market. Utah, for some years now, has either been
the number two, or at least the number three, producing state in the
nation, and so the producers influence the price in the national market
by the volume of supply. Price is then quantity related, and supply by
producers in Utah responds, over the long run via new plantings, to the
production and marketing decisions of the other few major competitors,
Michigan being by far the largest producing state and by far the largest
producing force which influences price.
The very fact that a movement is underway to form producer
cooperative marketing arrangements and to establish marketing orders for
the major fruits produced in Utah is evidence of the operations of
markets which are, noncompetitive in nature. The attempt to grade the
major fruits under a marketing order organization is a movement to try
to control the supply of high qual ity fruit to either obtain a higher
price derived from the sale of the produce to the local packer-shippers
(who are few in number) or to ship to distant markets and obtain price
advantage in these markets with the high quality fruit. This is an
attempt to exercise market power or to counteract market power which may
be exercised by the local buyers.

~

To be sure, one of the most difficult problems is to determine from
market data whether or not market power is being exercised. Textbook
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cases show very clearly how, for example, monopolists (single sellers in
a market area) maximi ze profits with gi ven cost and demand structures,
but cost information is simply not adequately available in most
practi ca 1 probl ems to determine whether such prici ng rul es are
operative. We can, however, review some of the pricing rules which are
derived from the exercise of market power, either by sellers or buyers
of produce (processors, wholesalers, or packer-shippers), and survey the
evidence which is seen as reaction to those pricing rules, such as
organi zati on for supp 1 y contro 1, and attempts by producers to barga in
for price in contracts with packers, shippers and processors, this
latter behavior showing evidence that prices received by producers are
different than the competitive price where the produce is priced at the
value of its marginal contribution to the finished product (processed or
retai 1 fresh produce).
The current behavior of producers suggests there is some exercise
of market power by the local buyers, if not by the buyers in the distant
markets. Apple growers are attempting to organize, or to ship graded
and high quality fruit td distant markets. An apple order has been
initiated to maintain a qual ity and uniform apple pack, which aids
selling and price negotiations both locally and in the distant markets.
The same movement has occurred in the Utah cherry industry where the
producers face a national market with only approximately 6 producing
areas. The trend in the tart cherry industry is toward an increasing
percentage of the processing facilities to be owned by growers. In
Michigan (Utah1s most important competitor), for example, almost 90
percent of the processing capacity was owned by independent proprietary
processors prior to the 1970 1s. However, during the decade of the
1970 s production of tart cherries increased greatly and the processing
(75-80 percent) is most 1 y done at producer cooperati ve or farm plants.
The producers have integrated forward in attempt to obtain greater
returns , for their fruit which is generally not received if the
independent processor exercises market power in the purchase of the
fruit as an input to the processing activity.
l

These movements have important impl ications for the market
structure of frui t and vegetab 1 e markets and the marketi ng strategi es
which can be followed in order to deal with the existing structure which
is not likely to be changed, particularly for Utah producers. More on
the marketing options open to producers in Utah will be discussed in
subsequent reporting under the sponsorship of this project. It is
important, in this writing, to describe the market structure, and to
bring producers to a point of understanding the markets they face and
understanding the reasons why such market structures exist.
It appears, therefore, that markets for Utah produce are something
different than competitive markets, particularly at the local level.
Therefore, monopsonistic or 01 igopsonistic (including dominant price
leadership oligopsonies) produce buying power may prevail, at least
locally. This suggests that producers may not be receiving prices for
their produce which are reflective of the value of the marginal contribution to the final or downstream product in the marketing channel, and
may well be lower than prices which would otherwise be derived from
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competitive buying in competitive markets. Under such conditions,
producer organizations to either bargain for better prices, or to control suppl y in order to bri ng buyers to better terms, or even to
organi ze to bypass 1oca 1 buyers by shi ppi ng produce of uni form qua 1 i ty
to distant out-of-state markets is advantageous. Most of the benefits
of such organi zation accrue to the 1 arger producers, or to those
producers who have a basis for organizing with other producers to form a
larger supply and price negotiating organization.
Another important implication of this type of market structure is
that price received is related to quantity (either quantity demanded or
quantity supplied). That is producers, through their collective organization, have influence on the market price through their variations in
supply, and production in the local and other producing areas influence
local price. In fact some previous estimates of the elasticities of
demand for appl es and sweet cherries produced in Utah (Glover, 1978)
suggest this situation.
These elasticities are measured as the
reciprocal of the change in the quantity of respective fruit with
respect to a certa in percentage change in the pri ce of the frui t for a
particular producing region, such as Utah. The elasticity of demand for
apples produced in Utah has been estimated at - 1.47, and the estimate
for sweet cherri es is -1.67.
The estimate for apples suggests that" for every 1 percent increase
in the supp 1y of app 1es, the pri ce hi stori ca 11 y drops by 1.47 percent.
For sweet cherries, the estimate means that for every 1 percent increase
in the supp 1 y of sweet cherri es, the pri ce hi stori ca 11 y decreases by
1.67 percent. Hence, local supply variations do influence price variations greatly. We should warn that these elasticity estimates should
not be interpreted as estimates of the elasticity of demand for apples
and sweet cherries in a particular regional market. They are rather the
elasticities of demand for apples and sweet cherries produced in a
particular region (Utah in this case). The elasticity figures depend on
demand forces ina 11 regi ons whi ch are connected to the Utah produci ng
region through interregional trade. They represent, in a sense, a
cummulative impact of daily shipments to a particular region on f.o.b.
pri ces in that regi on. One does not interpret the e sti mates as who 1esal e or retai 1 market demand el asticities. In sweet cherries, for the
large producing states, a 10 percent increase in daily shipments general ly brings about an approximate $2 decline per 20 lb. carton in daily
f.o.b. price. In the Utah wholesale market, it is not uncommon for
prices of cherries to drop from $8/20 lb lug to $6.60/20 lb lug when
Ca 1 i forni a, Idaho or Washi ngton cherri es enter the market.
The
important information they convey is the percentage change in prices
that resul t from gi ven changes in the suppl ies of the two fruits, and
the estimates suggest price in any given production year is quite
sensitive to supply variation. One uses these elasticity estimates only
to derive the impacts of regional production impacts on regional
producer pri ces.
Other regional elasticity estimates were obtained for apples in the
study mentioned. For example, estimates were obtained for major
producing states such as Washington, Michigan, New York, and California.
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All the regional estimates suggest price is related to quantity. The
estimates for Washington, Cal ifornia, Michigan and New York are,
respectively, -1.32, -0.37, -0.48 and -0.68. Washington is the largest
single apple producing state but price is still quite sensitive to
supp 1y v ari ati ons re 1 ati ve to the other three major produci ng states.
Washington producers are heavily entrenched in the fresh apple market,
but the fresh market is primarily the only outlet for these producers.
Notice that the presence of alternative market outlets, as is the case
for the states of California, Michigan and New York (in fact most
eastern apple producing states), tends to decrease the elasticity and
modifies the sensitivity of price to fluctuations in supply. Utah
producers also rely heavily on the fresh market, particularly the Los
Angeles and San Francisco markets, and to some degree the Texas markets,
for their outlets, and price sensitivity to supply fluctuations is the
greatest among the producing states considered as shown by the
elasticity of -1.47. Alternative market outlets would modify that
situation, such as the development of processing markets or processing
facilities within the state. Of course, any particular processing
operation would need to have a large supply in order to operate
efficiently given today's technology, and no doubt only one or two such
facilities could compete in the state, and thereby exercise some
noncompetiti ve buying power in the local processing market. However,
some price risk could be modified.
Sweet cherries in recent years are both shipped to fresh markets
and processed. The proportion of the crop which is processed depends on
the quality of the crop from year to year, and the shipping of the crop
is primarily handled by 2 to 3 firms, while a relatively small number of
firms which operate in the Salt Lake wholesale market receive a limited
number of cherries. The demand elasticity suggests there is a great
amount of price variation in response to supply variation. No estimates
of similar elasticities are available for tart cherries. However, most
of this crop is processed into a frozen pack. Michigan tart cherries
are both canned and processed into a frozen pack, so two outlets are
available.
It would appear that there are some alternatives open to Utah
apple, cherry, and onion and potato producers for possible expansion, or
mov.ement to contro 1 supp 1 i es of uni form grade and trade in the di stant
and perhaps local chainstore and retailer cooperative markets. It would
also appear that alternative handling could bring about some gains to
producers and modi fy pri ce ri sk to some extent.
That is, some
processing facilities could be developed to provide alternative outlets
for some produce items. However, producers must recognize that unless
some forward integration into these processing facilities can be undertaken, the processor is goi ng to exerci se some form of market power in
the buying of the raw produce for processi ng purposes, simpl y because
only a few processing facilities, and perhaps only one can survive with
the limited supplies which Utah currently can produce. These processing
facilities, even if they do exercise some market power over producers,
may be of he 1 pin mod i fyi ng producer pri ce vari ati ons whi ch current 1y
exist. Expansion of the shipping operations, which means producers
would have to stand the risk of expanding production and setting up

-,'
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grading and storing facilities, al so appears to have some promise,
particularly if the produce is shipped to the main western urban
markets. To some extent, the new uniform grade lots could be marketed
at the local chainstore and retailer cooperative warehouses in the Salt
Lake wholesale market, which, in turn, ship great amounts of produce to
stores in surrounding states. More is to be discussed on these possibilities in a subsequent report on marketing options for Utah produce.
Market Structure, Conduct and Performance

The market structure for fruits and vegetables in Utah is currently
noncompetitive, and the outlook for the future, if production and
marketing expands, is that the noncompetitive nature of the market will
continue for the most part. This means that buyers of the produce in
the state exercises some form of market power. This power exists
because Utah production of fruits and vegetables is small relative to
the major producing regions, even in the tart cherry industry where Utah
is at least the number three producing region but Michigan dominates
production. In addition, Utah producers are located some considerable
distance from the major urban markets in the Southwest and on the West
Coast.

--

Because of the market power (local ologopsonistic buying), wholesale prices received for large lot produce does not reflect the marginal
contribution of the produce in consumption as it would if perfectly
competitive markets existed in the market area. This is likely to exist
in the future even if additional processing or other marketing
a 1 ternati ves were to be estab 1 i shed in Utah. Thi s does not prohi bi t
expansion into these outlets nor does it prohibit the expansion of
production in fruits and vegetables such as apples, tart cherries,
pot a t oOe san don ion s . Howe v e r , pro d uc e r s nee d to un d e r s tan d what
oligopsonistic markets mean as far as price derivation is concerned.
This issue was taken up earlier in discussions on the meaning of
alternative market structures.
Such a market structure provides the impetus for developing out-ofstate markets, upgrading packaging and transporting standards, and
shipping produce to these distant markets. It also provides stimulus
for smaller producers to join in a cooperative marketing effort to
either counter the market power of the buyers to negotiate for prices
which are closer to reflecting the value of the marginal contribution of
the produce in consumption or further down-stream processing, or to
integrate forward into produce processing or marketing channels.
Integration by producers into down-stream marketing channels is not
likely to bring about fully competitive markets in Utah, since the size
of the local market is so small relative to major producing and
consumpti on areas outsi de of Utah. However, it cou 1d be the case that
better price negotiations could come about. Strict standards for
packing and shipping would also enable larger vol ume producers or
cooperative to obtain higher prices for their produce in the distant
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markets. This is not accomplished without cost, particularly for small
lot producers, but the returns could be higher for such shipments since
the cost of shipping lower grade (and lower priced) produce is the same
as for shipping the graded produce.
Diversification into several fresh market and processing
alternatives is also not likely to change the market structure and
therefore the performance of the industry. Concentrati on in the food
processi ng industry is on the increase. The concentrati on comes about
because there are apparent 1 y si gni fi cant economies of si ze 'in
processing. Oligopsonistic and/or oligopolistic industries have
flourished in the food processing industry while atomistic markets, such
as wholesale terminal markets, have decreased in importance. The
diversification appears to be a positive move to modify price risk and
the risk associated with perishabil ity, but the existence of one, or
even two or three, more processing operations in the state would not
likely change the noncompetitive market structure and prices derived
therefrom.
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CHAPTER IX
THE PROCESSING ALTERNATIVE:

A BRIEF REVIEW

Introduction

Analysis of the food processing industry is difficult because of
its si ze and comp 1 ex i ty. The industry structure has been much stud i ed
in the past. However, the resul ts are often di verse and confl icting.
The results of the past studies can be summarized as follows.
(1)

Concentration is increasing in the food processing industry;

(2)

There are significant economies of size in the food
processing industry;

(3)

Oligopolistic and/or oligopsonistic industries have flourished
while atomistic markets have diminished in relative
importance;

(4)

A wide variety of food products have been brought to the
consumer at a declining share of income.
Numbers of Firms

Although total quantities of processed foods have increased in the
U.S., the number of firms have decl ined since Worl d War II. From 1963
to 1977, fluid milk firms declined from 4030 to 1516; ice cream and
frozen dessert processors declined 44%; canned fruit and vegetable firms
dec 1 i ned 43%; flour mi 11 i ng fi rms dec 1 i ned 41%; bread bakers dec 1 i ned
42%; and soft drink bottlers declined 41%. The only exceptions to this
as 72 a general rule nationally were meat packing firms and wineries and
processors of fresh or frozen packaged fish.
Concentration in Food Processing

Market concentration has been an area of much concern in industrial
or g ani z a t ion sin c e the ear 1 y 1 0 50 s· (B a in, Lev ins 0 n, Fuc hs, St i g 1 e r ,
Weiss, Mann, etc.). Concentration generally refers to the percentage of
tota 1 sa 1 es by the top 4, 8, 20, and 50 fi rms.
I

By most measures, concentration in food processing is relatively
low when compared with many U.S. non food manufacturing industries.
Concentration ratios of manufacturing industries are readily available
from the Bureau of Census (Bureau of Census, 1980). The Census report
1 i sts the percentage of the tota 1 val ue of shi pments by the 1argest 4,
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8, 20, and 50 firms for 24 food manufacturing industries and for much
nonfood manufacturi ng. In meat packi ng, fl ui d mi 1 k, canned and frozen
frui ts and vegetab 1 es, confecti onery products, and bott 1 ed and canned
soft dri nks, the 1 argest four firms together had 1 ess than 30% of the
total ·val ue of shipments in that industry (Table 15). Only seven
industries had four-firm concentration ratios over 60% and these are
generally canned specialties (soups), blended and prepared flour,
chewing gum, cereal preparations, wet corn mill ing, beet sugar, and
chocolate. Firms in the two most concentrated food industries, the
ready-to-eat breakfast cereal industry and the canned soup industry have
been challenged by antitrust cases, without significant impact. Once
again, nonfood manufacturing is generally more concentrated than food
processing. Between 1967 and 1977, four-firms concentration ratios
increased in 13 of the 24 food industries listed by the Bureau of
Census, declined in 10 industries and remained the same in only one
industry.
.
Diversification and Conglomeration

Analytical studies have shown that the food processing industry is
becoming more and more diversified and/or conglomerated. Diversificat ion i s d.e fin e d a sen t e r i ngin to s i mil art y pes 0 f bus i ne s s , i. e . , a
fruit processor may enter the veget~ble processing business.
Conglomeration, on the other hand, is defined as entering into unl ike
types of enterprises, e.g., a fruit processor obtaining a steel mill,
publishing house, insurance business, restaurant chain, etc. (Nelson and
Britt, Connor and Mather, and Connor). The larger food processing firms
are spreading their food processing activities among more and more
different categories of food processing and activities outside of food
processi ng are accounti ng for a 1 arger and 1 arger share of their tota 1
business. Similarly, nonfood processing firms are apparently
conglomerating into more and more food processing.
Growth in the Food Industry

The relatively rapid rate of growth of the food processing
industries in the 1950's and 1960's in terms of per capita increases in
val ue of shipments, val ue added, and total investments slowed
appreciably in the United States in the 1970's. Between 1970 and 1980,
the val ue added and val ue of shipments were increasing at an average
annual rate of only around 2.1-2.2% per year. Discounting population
growth, the net deflated per capita increase in value of shipments and
val ue added was only around 1.2% per year. Deflated capital investments
during the early 1970's were approximately only half of that of the
prev i ous decade.
Wi thi n the food industry, there were rad i ca 1 changes ingrowth of
individual subindustries. For example, deflated value of shipments of
fresh packaged fish and other seafoods increased at a rate of 12% per
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Four-Firm

Concentr~tlon R~tlos

for Selected Industries, 1967 and 1977
Four-firm

Four-f I rm

concentr~tlon
r~tlo

concentr~tlon

ratio

(% of

(% of total value

tot~1 value
of shipments)

Industry
Food process I '1g
Meat p~ci<.lng
Cheese
C~nned ~nd cured seafoods
Canned specialties
Pickles, sauces, and salad dressings
Flour ~nd grain mill products
Blended ana prepared flour
Bre~d, cake, ect.
Confectionery products
Che-,tl ng gum
Wines, br.3ndy
Soybean 011 mills
Fluid milk
Ice cream
Canned fruIts and vegetables
Dehydrated food products
Frozen fruIts and vegetables
Cereal prep~ratlon
Wet corn mIllIng
Beet sugar
Chocolate
M~ It I I q uor s
Bottled and c~nned soft drinks
MacaronI and spaghetti
Chemlc~ls

Alkalies and chlorine
Industrl~1

org~nlc chemlc~ls
man-made fl~ers

Cellulosic
MedicInals and botanicals
Explosives
InorganIc plgmen1s
Syntnetlc ru5ber
Organic fibers, noncelluloslc
Soap and detergent
Pharmaceutical preparations
Stone

FI~

f

clay,

~nd

glass products

glas~
Pressed ~nd blown
Glass cont~lners

glass

Vitreous plumbing fixtures

1967

1977

26
44
44
69
33
30
68
26
25
86
48
55
22
33
22
32
24
88
68
66
77
40
13
31

19
35
51
63
55
33
51
33
38
93
49
54
18
28
22
37
22
89
63
67
73
64
15 _
36

63
45
86
74
67
59
61
84
70
24

66
38
a
65
64
54
60
78
59
24

94
71
60
62

90
61
64
62

of sh I pments)

Industry

1967

1977

prlmar+ metals
Bias furnaces and steel mills
M~lleab'e Iron foundries
Pr Imary a I um I num
Electronometallurglcal products
Primary copper

48
47
a
74
77

45
54
76
69
87

Fabricated metal products
-Metal cans
Cutlery

73
69

59
53

Machinery, except electrical
Turbines and turbln generators
Farm machinery
Industria' trucks and tractors
Internal combustion engines, N.E.C.
Construction machinery

76
56
48
47
41

86
46
45
49
47

Electrical equipment
Transformers
Industrial -controls
Household refrigerators-freezers
Vacuum cleaners
Sewing machl nes
Radio and TV receiving sets
Telephone and telephone apparatus
Primary batteries
Motors and generators
Carbon and graphite products
Household laundry equipment
EIectr Ic IlI1lps
Phonograph records
Sem Iconductors
X-ray apparatus

65
49
73
76
81
49
92
85
48
86
78
91
58
47
62

56
42
82
83
83
51
a
87
42
80
89

92
48
42
51
60
69

93
43
43
66
62
59

49
47
69

30
58
72

equIpment
Motor vehicles
Truck trailers
ShIp buildings and rep~lrs
Motorcycles bIcycles, and parts
Motor vehicle parts ~nd accessories
Aircraft
Instruments ~nd related products
Optical Instruments and lenses
Watches ~nd clocks
Photographic equipment ~nd supplies

Transport~tlon

90

48
42
32
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year while the value of shipments of pastry decreased 8% per year.
Investments in fresh, frozen, or packaged fish increased 12.4% per year
between 1970 and 1980. The dietary shifts of more cheese, more poultry
and smaller quantities of pastries, butter, fl uid mil k, ice cream, and
frozen desserts are readily apparent in statistical series. Much of the
growth in the food processing industry in the 1950's and 1960's resulted
from the conversion of raw to processed products and by adding
additional services to make processed foods more convenient or with
added quality control. However, the shift of raw to processed foods may
be approaching some natural 1 imits in the United States. In fact, some
current trends suggest some shift back to increased use of fresh
vegetables (salads) and fresh fruits in the diet.
This all impacts the structure of the food processing industry.
New product development, particularly to the household market, may be
very expensive, requiring large capital investments not only in plants
and equipment but in advertising and promotion. This then suggests
large capital needs and a continuing tendency toward larger and larger
firms and undoubtedly to more and more concentration of firms. Although
capital costs to develop and market new products to the away-from-home
food market may be substantially less than for sales through retail
grocery stores, competition among firms may dictate considerable scale
economies, and this, too, increases capital costs and reduces numbers of
firms and increases concentration in the industry.
Technology, Structure, and Competition

The food industry can be technologically progressive without introducing new food products. The industry can be progressive in new
machinery and equipment, better quality control, cost reduction, better
uti 1 i zation of by-products, in better scal e economies in pl ant, equipment, management, etc., in new processi ng methods for old products, and
through efforts to increase productivity in general.
For the food industry as a who 1 e, 1 abor as a percentage of inputs
has decl ined drastically through time. Technological efforts to
increase efficiency, reduce 1 abor costs, and increase qual ity control
are undoubtedl y the "safer" route to technological progressi veness than
new product development.
Because of the high costs of developing distinctly different,
readily identifiable, brand name products for sale through retail
grocery stores, the food processing industry is divided into several
1 ayers or strata. One di sti ncti on is between those fi rms speci ali zi ng
as "commodity" processors and those functioning as "packaged goods"
processors. The "packaged" food processors typically deal in convenience foods and aim at distinctly different, readily identifiable food
products. In packaged foods, the cost of market entry is high and
margins and profits on successful products are high. The competition is
in product development and advertising and promotion.
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Commodity processing may be nearly a direct extension of farm
production. This type of processing results in the production of fairly
standard commodities. Much of the meat industry, a substantial part of
the frui t and vegetab 1 e canni ng and freezi ng industry, the fl ui d mi 1 k
industry, vegetable oil processors, and the sugar industry produce
fairly standard products. Although brands are used, in most cases there
are few distinguishing characteristics among commodities manufactured by
different companies. The companies may be large or small. An example
of largeness is the manufacturer of high fructose corn syrup; an example
of small ness could be regional or local green bean processors. In
general, these commodity processors compete in efficiency of operations
and efficiency of distribution. Both the "packaged goods" processors
and the "commodity" processors may be invol ved in new process and
product development but the further marketing of their products is
substantially different once they leave the processing plant door. In
general, the "packaged goods" processors are the "01 igopol istic core"
whereas the commod i ty processors are the "market" sector and may 1 arge 1y
be pri ce takers.
Effect of Food Retailing on Structure of Food Processing

A few of the more substanti ve structural changes in the food
retailing sector affecting the food processing sector are discussed
below. First, the rel ati ve rate of growth of the away-from-home food
market has been substanti all y greater than retai 1 grocery store sa 1 es.
The growi ng away-from-home food markets may threaten that part of the
market power of national brand name food processors that has been
obtained by 1 arge consumer adverti sing and promotion expenditures. As
the brand name of the processed food products seldom reaches the
ultimate consumer in a restaurant, the market power obtained through
hghly advertised and promote9 brand name products may be lost.
Second, chain store labels apparently are placing increased pressure on brand name packers of processed foods. Third, there has been
1 itt 1e si gni fi cant trend toward backward i ntegrati on by food retai 1 ers
into food processing. Although grocery store chains do some food
processing, their private label merchandise is supplemented by other
processors. Many purchases from other processors are pac ked under the
chain store label. Chain stores can shift suppliers and maintain their
own brands with no evidence of the shi ft avai 1 abl e to the consumers.
This type of purchasing can significantly strengthen the bargaining
power of the chain store buyers.
Third, there has been little significant trend toward backward
integration by food retailers into food processing. It is likely that
the chain store processing has declined since the mid-1960's. In 1969,
Padberge suggested that in food retailing,
':performance in the procurement of merchandise probably results in
lower than optimal prices and returns in the food processing
industries. This suggests that consumers are to some extent
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subsidized by the processing industry and ultimately by the
farmer. The thrust of competitive activity within the retail
sector creates a downward pressure on prices. The acceptance and
success of the largest and strongest retailers are largely based
on lower prices to consumers. Vertical integration and private
label programs are important means by which prices and costs are
forced down."
Thus, it is suggested that the chain retail grocery stores have not felt
the need or the desire to greatly increase ownership of processing
operations. Prices are very competitive, profit margins on most
commodity type products very low, and by the use of private labels, the
chain stores can gain the advantage of using their own brand names of
merchandise without risking added investments in processing operations.
Utah's Food Processing Sector
Similar to national trends in the food processing sector, the
number of food processing firms have declined in Utah (Utah Directory of
Business and Industry, various issues). Except for grocery stores, the
concentration ratio of the various food entities in Utah is quite high.
When the major grocery chains are considered instead of the number of
grocery stores, the concentration ratio is quite high there al so. In
most cases, there are relatively few firms (Table 16). This corresponds
well with the previous discussion on the size of the various markets in
Utah. Without a larger population base, it is unlikely that the number
off i r ms wi 1 1 inc'rea s e sub s tan t i all y. Ex c e pt for tho s e ma j 0 r f 0 0 d
companies which own/operate food processing facilities in Utah, there is
no evidence of significant conglomeration or diversification. For those
firms which are owned nationally or regionally, conglomeration and
diversification has taken place. (For instance, Del Monte Corporation
is now a subsidiary of R. J. Reynolds, Company and Pepperidge Farms is a
subsidiary of Campbell Soup Company. Numerous other examples could also
be cited.)
Consistent with national trends, the food industry in Utah
witnessed rapid growth in the 1950's and 1960's and slowed appreci abl y
during the 1970's. In the later part of the 1970's, there was even a
decl ine in receipts from the food processing sector, excl uding returns
from retail grocery outlets. Shifts away from acreage devoted to
processed vegetables and fruits, as suggested by changing cropping
patterns, and toward fresh fruits and vegetables is al so consistent
wi th nati ona 1 trends.
With few exceptions, Utah has not participated in the shift to
"commodi ty" processed food items. Thi sis the area whi ch offers the
greatest potential of expansion, though detailed engineering studies
have yet to be completed. The cost of market entry is rel atively low
and gi ven the 1 ocati on of major regi ona 1 marketi ng grocery cha ins as
well as the rate of growth of away-from-home distribution centers, it
does appear that commodity processing is pbssible within Utah. Locally,

Table 16.

A Brief Description of Utah's Food Sector - Processing, Wholesal ing, and Retal ling
(1984, Utah Directory of Business and Industry).
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Meat Packing Plants
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Pou I try Pt ants
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Cheese
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Dehydrated Foods
Flour/Grain Products
Blended Ftour
Bread, Cake, Etc.
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just as nationally, there has been virtually no movement of food
retailers and wholesalers toward backward integration. This suggests
that profit margins in that industry are low rel ati ve to other
industries. It also suggests that producers may improve their position
should they integrate forward into processing should such a possibility
actually prove financially viable.
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CHAPTER X
UTAll FARM STRUCTURE:
A COMPARISON

Introduction
The dynami c and ever-changi ng nature of Ameri can agri cu 1 ture is
brought about by changes in technology, economic conditions, and
political policies. Since Utah's conditions are somewhat unique, it is
useful to examine the changes that have taken place in the structure of
agricul ture in Utah as compared to the United States. Examination of
changes over time indicates trends and suggests projections about the
future structural characteri st i cs of farmi ng in the U. S. and Utah.
Public policy debates are now mainly focused on the survival of the
family farm. Most discussions of farm structural issues revolve around
(1) the number, type, and size distribution of farms; (2) ownership,
indebtedness, and control of farmland and production decisions; and,
(3) tenure patterns and business arrangements for farming.
The family farm is a concept often discussed with little agreement
on a definition. This lack of consensus brings about questions like:
"When does a garden become a farm?"; "When does a hobby become a parttime jOb?"; and "When does a farm become too large to be thought of as a
family farm?".
Difficulty in defining a farm makes it equally
difficult to define farm structure in an absolute way. Farm structure
is usua 11 y exami ned in a number of ways: (1) number of farms, (2) acr.es
per farm, (3) val ue of sal es, (4) tenure, and (5) ownership/organizati on--to menti on a few.
It is difficult to compare data from different sources. Census
definitions and census data were used exclusively in this study to
overcome the comparability problems in contrasting U. S. and Utah agriculture. Only selected census years in which farm sales class data are
most comparable are shown throughout much of the analysis to provide for
better consistency.

Changes in Farm Numbers
The beginning of the twentieth century found residents both in the
United States and Utah still in the process of settling and developing
farmland. Mil lions of immigrants had come to America and tens of
thousands to Utah in the late 1800s and the early 1900s settling as
farmers in the vast land area of the west.
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Farm numbers in the U. S. rose to more than 6 mi 11 ion in 1910 and
held steady until 1940, then declined to just over 5 mil lion by 1950 and
to under 3 mi 11 i on by 1969. Between 1930 and 1969, over 3.5 mi 11 ion
farms were lost. (Stanton, 1984 p.4)
Farm numbers in Utah rose to more than 27 thousand by 1930 and then
to more than 38 thousand in 1940. They declined to slightly more than
24 thousand by 1950. Between 1930 and 1969, over 14 thousand farms
disappeared from census records.
As can be seen from Figure 122, Utah reached a peak in farm numbers
later than the U. S. as a whole, mainly because of its relatively late
settlement period and the dependence on water development projects.
Between 1930 and 1950, both the U. S. and Utah experienced a large
decl ine in farm numbers. In Utah, one-third of the farms di sappeared
between 1940 and 1950. In the period between 1950 and 1969, about oneha 1 f of the farms in the U. S. di sappeared from census records. In Utah
during the same period, farm numbers fell from 24,198 to 13,045, al so a
loss of nearly one-half of the farms.
From 1969 to 1982, the rate of decl ine in farm numbers has slowed
considerabl y, a loss of about 18 percent for United States. Utah, on
the other hand, has increased to about 13.9 thousand farms, a gain of
·a 1most 7 percent.

Changes in Farm Size
Even though the total number of farms in both the U. S. and Utah
has fall en, both have more farms of 260 or more acres than they did in
1910--10 percent more for the U. S. and 52.5 per.cent more for Utah. The
area for each size category in Figure 121 represents the number of farms
in the group.
Of the farms lost, a major portion comes from medium-size farms (50
to 259 acres). These farms have been combined into larger units as many
owners have left full-time agriculture. The trend holds true for both
the U. S. and Utah, as these small family farms have been divided up for
small units or have been combined into larger ones.
The number of small farms fell sharply for both the U. S. and Utah
between 1930 and 1969. Since 1969, the number of small farms in the
U. S. has been fairly stable at approximately 600,000 units. Since
1969, the number of small farms in Utah has increased from 4,554 to
6,296 in 1982--a 38 percent increase.
Fi gure 123 shows the change in farm si ze di stri buti on of the U. S.
and Utah during the period 1950 to 1982. Utah continues to have a
higher percentage of small farms than the nation as a whol e. Perhaps,
this is because of (I) the relatively short time period between the time
of settl ement and the present; (2) the Utah ethic of sel f-sufficiency
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and home production of food; and (3) the farm being seen as the place to
teach children how to work and for teaching of other moral values.
In the U. S., farms of 100 acres to 499 acres have declined in
share of land held from 36 percent in 1950 to 22 percent in 1982. Farms
of 500 acres or more have gained throughout the period from a share of
54 percent in 1950 to 74 percent in 1982.
In Utah, farms of 100 acres to 499 acres have control led a much
smaller share of land than the national average, only 12 percent in 1950
compared to the U.S. average of 36 percent. This has since fal len to
only 10 percent compared to 22 percent for the nation.
Utah's farms of 500 acres or more have controlled a larger part of
the farmland than the national average. In 1950, 83 percent of land was
in these units compared to only 54 percent for the nation. By 1982, 87
percent of land was in farms of 500 acres or more in Utah, while 74
percent of U. S. farmland was in units of this size.
The percentage of large farms (260 acres or more) in Utah relative
to the nation has changed rapidly.
Earlier, Utah had a higher
proporti on of 1arge farms than the U. S as a who 1 e. Then, from 1969 to
1982, the percentage of large farms declined. Utah had 20 percent fewer
1arger farms and 23 percent fewer medi um-si zed farms (100 to 259 acres)
than the U. S. in 1982.
Concerning the amount of land controlled by each farm size class,
farms of less than 100 acres have declined from 10 percent to a 4
percent share of farm land in the U. S. in recent years. In Utah, the
shafe has increased slightly from 2 percent in 1969 to 3 percent in 1982
(see Figure 124).
A closer look at farms of 1,000 acres or more shows that in 1982,
88 percent of land in the large farms was pasture in Utah. In the
U. S., 65 percent was in pasture. Irri gated 1and made up on 1y 3 percent
of the land in farms of
This indicates that most
pri ses and not cash crop
livestock enterprises in

this size in Utah and 5 percent in the U. S.
of the larger operations are livestock enterfarms. Utah has an even hi gher percentage of
this group than has the nation as a whole.

The number of acres in a farm can be deceptive as a measure of its
economic power. The intensity of operation and the particular agricultural enterprises one participates in can have a far greater effect
on farm income than the area of land it occupies. Gross sales is a
better measure of the real economic power. Figure 125 shows the distribution of number of farms in the U. S. and Utah by sal e cl asses in 1982
dollars. Classes are defined as large commercial (Class I)--sales of
$100,000 or more; medium commercial (Class II)--sales of $40,000 to
$99,999; small commercial to part-time (Class III)--sales of $20,000 to
$39,999; part-time/small commercial (Class IV)--sales of $10,000 to
$19,999; small part-time (Class V)--sales of $5,000 to $9,999; and parttime retirement and residential (Class VI)--sales under $5,000. The
definitions of cl ass of farm were correl ated over time to remove the
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effect of inflation. That is, a Class I farm in 1950 actually had lower
dollar value of sales than a Class I farm in 1982.
From 1950 through 1982, farms with gross sales of less than $10,000
made up more than one-half of the farms in Utah, increasing from 51
percent to 59 percent. Utah's trend was the opposite of the national
trend, which shows this group falling from 61 percent to 49 percent.
In 1950, Utah had a higher percentage of farms in the top three
sales classes than the nation, but by the 1970s, this situation had
reversed. By 1982, the gap widened even more with the U. S. having a
significantly higher proportion of the larger farms.
Utah has fo1 lowed the general increasing trend of the nation for
Class I farms, except in the 1970s, sometimes leading (1950 to 1969) and
sometimes trailing (1978 to 1982). The 1970s' experience is mostly due
to the livestock industry's poor economic showing in the late 1970s.
Livestock makes up a higher percentage of Utah agriculture than it does
in U. S. agriculture, hence, the great effect in sales.
Number of farms with sales between $10,000 and $99,999 have decreased rapidly in Utah, fal ling by almost 29 percent since 1950. U. S.
farms in this group have been fairly stable as a percentage of total
farms.
Farms with sales of less than $10,000 fell by 20 percent from 1950
to 1982 for the nation. Utah's trend showed growth in number of small
farms; a sharp contrast with the national trend. The percentage of
total farms in this group increased by 14 percent in Utah.
For the nation as a whole, the change has been a growth in percentage of farms in the first two classes. Each of the other groups has
declined for Utah, most of the loss in Classes II, III, and IV resulted
in gains in percentage of total farms in Classes V and VI and a much
small er percentage gain in C1 ass I. Thi s is due to the fact that the
number of small acreage farms (under 100 acres) has increased during the
period 1969 to 1982. These farms typica11 y generate small er gross
sales.
Deriving the proportion of total sales made by farms in each sales
class is a method of measuring the economic power of each. Class I
farms in the U. S. accounted for 26 percent of total sales in 1950, but,
as shown in Figure 126, the share of sales increased steadily until in
1982 the share for Class I farms was 68 percent. In Utah, Class I farms
accounted for 35 percent of sales in 1950. The share did not increase
unti 1 the 1970s, but then quickly rose to 68 percent in 1982. Utah is
generally following the national trend for more economic power to be
concentrated in large commercial farms, but with a somewhat more erratic
pattern than the nation as a whole.
Classes V and VI accounted for 49 percent of farms; however, they
accounted for only 3 percent of total sales in the U. S. Utah's Classes
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V and VI farms accounted for 59 percent of farms and 5 percent of total
sales.
Type of Farms

An important aspect of the structure of agriculture is the set of
farm types found in the state and nati on. Census records prov i de data
by standard industrial classification (SIC). The types are defined in
Tabl e 17 (U.S. Department of Commerce 1984).
The proportion of farms by farm type is shown in Table 18. The
most obvious difference in farm types is the preponderance of livestock
farms in Utah As shown in Table 18, a majority of farms in Utah are in
the various livestock categories with a higher proportion of U. S. farms
in the crop types. Differences are greatest in the cash grain farms, in
the field crop farms and in tobacco and cotton farms which do not exist
in Utah. This is consistent wi·th income figures which indicate that 75
percent of cash receipts are from livestock and livestock product sales
in Utah.
e

Interest Paid by Size and Type of Farm

Debt is an important factor in the determination of f~rm production
and marketing practices. High-interest payments often cause a redistribution of agricultural resources. There are significant differences in
the capaci ty to repay debt. Si ze of farm, off-farm income and type of
farm are important determinants in the amount and burden of debt. Most
of the information is available in the form of interest payments rather
than debt 1 evel. As shown in Tabl e 19, the number of farms paying any
interest are much hi gher in the hi gher sa 1 es cl asses. I n each case a
higher percentage of Utah farms is paying interest in each class than is
the case nationall y, in all cases except cl ass VI. Utah farms paying
interest have higher interest payments, and in every case the percentage
of gross sales spent on interest by those paying interest is as high or
hi gher in Utah as is the Uni ted States. In fi gure 127, Utah has fewer
farmers paying no interest in every class. Also those with large
interest payments are more common than is the case for the nation.
For both Utah and the nation, on Class VI farms reporting interest
expense, more than a dollar of interest payment was spent for every
doll ar of gross sal es. It appears, therefore, that for farmers in the
class where interest expense is greater than gross sales, the lifestyle
is more important than economic considerations of financial profit from
farming where their continued existence is dependent, for the most part,
on a non-farm income source.
In summary, the interest expense data by economic (sales) class
clearly show that Utah has a higher percentage of farms in every class
reporting interest expense and higher percentage of gross sales needed
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Table 17.

Standard Industrial Classifications for Farm Types.

Cash grains (Oll)--Wheat, rice, corn, soybeans, barl ey, buckwheat,
cowpeas, dry field and seed beans and peas, emmer, field seeds,
fl axseed, 1 enti 1 s, mustard seed, oats, popcorn, rye, safflower,
sorghum, and other small grains.
Cotton (0131)--Cotton and cottonseed.
Tobacco (0132)--Tobacco.
Sugar crops, Irish potatoes, hay, peanuts, and other field crops
(0133,0134, 0139)--Sugarcane, sugar beets, Irish potatoes, al falfa, broomcorn, clover, fl ax, hay, hops, mint, peanuts,sweetpotatoes, and timothy.
Vegetables and melons (016)--Vegetabl es and melons grown in the
open.
Fruits and tree nuts (017)--Berries, grapes, tree nuts,citrus
fruits, deciduous tree fruits, avocados, dates, figs, olives,
pineapples, and tropical fruit.
Horticultural specialties (018)--Ornamental plants; nursery products, such as bulbs, florists' greens, flowers, shrubbery, flower
and vegetable seeds and plants, and sod; mushrooms and vegetables
grown under cover.
General farms, primarily crops (019)--Crops, including horticultural
specialties, but less than 50 percent of sales from any single 3digit industry group.
Includes farms with no agricultural
products so 1 d reporti ng crop 1 and harvested or crop 1 and on whi ch
all crops fai 1 ed.
Livestock, except dairy, poultry, and animal specialties (021)-Cattle, calves, hogs, sheep, goats, goat's mil k, wool, and mohair.
Beef cattle, except feedlots (0212)--Production or feeding of beef
cattle, except feedlots.
Dairy farms (024)--Production of cow's milk and other dairy products
and raising of dairy heifer replacements.
Poultry and eggs (025)--Chickens, chicken eggs, turkeys, duck,
geese, pheasants, pigeons, and quail.
Animal specialties (027)--Fur-bearing animal s, rabbits, horses,
ponies, bees, fish in captivity except fish hatcheries, worms, and
laboratory animals.
General farms, primarily livestock (029)--Livestock and livestock
products, including animal specialties, but less than 50 percentof
sales from any single 3-digit industry group. Includes farms with
no agricultural products sold reporting livestock or pasture (page
8.9, Appendix A).
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Table 18.

Percentage of all farms by farm type, U. S. and Utah, 1982

U.s.

Farm Type

----

r

Economic
Class of
Farm

%
9

26

Cash grains
Cotton
Tobacco
Sugar, potatoes, hay, other field crops
Vegetables and melons
Fruits and tree nuts
Horticultural specialties
General farms, primarily crops
Livestock, except dairy, poultry and animal specialties
Beef cattle, except feedlots
Dairy farms
Poultry and eggs
Animal specialties
General farms, primarily livestock

Table 19.

Utah

6

o
o

4

14

1
4
1

1
4

1

1

4

3

13
28

16
32

7
2
3

8

1

2

1
8

Percent of farms paying interest. Average interest expense
per farm, and percent of gross sales required to pay interest
costs by economic cl ass of farms, U.S. and Utah, 1982.

Percent of
Farms Paying
Interest

Average Interest
Expense per farm
Paying Interest

U.S.
,-

Utah
,-

Class I

85

86

30,527

Class II

75

76

Class III

62

Class IV

Utah

U.S.
,-

-r

30,823

9

10

9,326

11,420

14

17

63

5,308

6,442

18

21

49

55

3,664

4,422

24

31

Class V

37

41

2,694

2,755

35

35

Class VI

26

26

2,266

1,454

108

115

U.S.

-$-

Utah

Percent of
Gross Sales to Pay
Interest Cost on
Farms Hhere Any
Interest Was Paid

-$-

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Source:

U.S. Department of Commerce (1984).
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to meet the interest expense payments than does the nation. This is an
indication that Utah's farms are carrying more debt than the U. S.
average. Utah also is reporting a higher average interest expense per
farm in all classes except Class VI. This, again, is another indication
of more debt than the national average.
Interest Paid by Type of Farm
There are significant differences in interest payments by type of
farm. The amount of interest paid per dollar of sales from all farms by
farm type is shown in Figure 128. This represents the average for all
farms in the type whether they pay any interest or not. As can by seen
each type of farm in Utah pays as much or more in interest per dollar of
sales with exception of the last two types (animal specialties and
General farms, primarily livestock) which are very small portions of the
total farm sector. On four types of farms 15 percent or more of gross
goes to pay interest in Utah. Thus, Utah farmers ha ve a bui 1 t . i n cost
of production disadvantage. The higher interest payments indicate that
Utah farmers are more highly leveraged (meaning that borrowed funds

% OF GROSS SALES NEEDED TO MEET INTEREST
PAYMENTS -

25

BY TYPE OF FARM -

1982

~ u.s.

~

UTAH
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5.
S.
7.
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Poultry and eggs
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All fanns
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are relatively higher in proportion to farm values} or they produce less
per dollar of investment, or both of the above. Overall, the average is
9 per c e nt 0 f tot a 1 sal e s got 0 i nt ere s t pa ym en t s nat ion all y. I nUt a h
the average is 11 percent.
Additional detail is found in Table 20. In this table the proportion of farms reporting interest payments is given by farm type.
Nationally the percentage ranges from 35 percent for beef cattle, except
feedlots up to 74 percent for dairy farms. In Utah, the percentage
ranges from 26 percent on genera 1 farms, primari 1 y 1 i vestock up to 75
percent on dairy farms.
It becomes clear that most Utah farms pay less total interest than
is the case nati ona 11 y. Utah is 1 ess in the fi rst seven categori es
listed. It is also true that gross sales per farm are mostly lower. In
the few types of farms where Utah interest payments are higher the sales
are higher. The last set of figures compares the estimated interest
payments as a proportion of sales from farms actually paying any
interest. In this tabulation, Utah farmers are much worse off in most
categories. It becomes obvious that many of these farms cannot pay the
interest costs from farm earnings. Outside income must be used to cover
interest and other costs. Nearly half of these types of farms expend 30
percent or more of gross sales on interest in Utah. Budgets reveal the
impossibility of success in this situation.
Ins umm a r y, the rat i 0 0 fin t ere s t ex pen set 0 gr 0 s s sal e sma ke sit
clear that in every type of farm, a substantial number (at least 15 to
20 percent) of farms ha ve seri ous cash flow prob 1ems whi ch wi 11 take a
great deal of skill by both farmers and financial intermediaries to
overcome. Some substanti a 1 number (about 5 percent) of farms wi 11 be
1 iquidated in 1985, some $54 bi 11 ion doll ars in assets to be reall 0cated--no small task in a depressed industry (FBS Systems 1985, p. 4).

Land Tenure
Another way to look at the changes in farm structure is to examine
the status of the operator or manager. Full owner/managers are found in
those situations where all of the farmland operated is owned. Partowners are individuals who own some land and rent additional land to
provide a larger business. Tenants are those who operate on rented land
under a variety of contractual agreements.
As shown in Figure 128, during the period from 1950 to 1982, the
percentage of fu 11 owners in the nati on was fai r1 y stab 1 e. The
percentage of part-owners rose from 15 percent to 29 percent. The
percentage of tenants fell from 27 percent in 1950 to 12 percent in
1982. Thus, it is seen that the drop in tenancy is almost completely
captured by the increase in part-owners.
The tenure pattern in Utah had been significantly different than on
the national scene; tenancy has been much lower than nationally and

Table 20.

Percent of farms reporting interest expense, average interest paid per farm reporting interest
and proportion of gross sales spent on interest where any interest is paid by type of farm, U. S.
and Utah, 1982.

Percent
of farms
reporting
interest
expense

Cash Grain
Other Field Crops
Vegetables & Melons
Fruits & Tree Nuts
Horticultural Specialities
General Farms, primarily crops
Livestock, except dairy,
poultry, and animal
specialties
Beefcattle, except feedlots
Dairy farms
Poultry and Eggs
Animal Specialties
General farms, primarily
livestock

Average interest
paid per farm
reporting any
interest paid

u.s.

Utah

u.s.

%

%

$

62
43
45
46
44
45

52
43
43
29
46
51

51
35
74
57
39
44

Utah

Percent
of gross
sales to pay "
interest on
farms payi ng "
any interest

Average
gross sales
per farm

u.s.

Utah

U.S.

Utah

$

$

$

%

%

11,796
9,039
14,769
14,405
13,437
13,440

7,875
7,866
4,630
8,208
12,500
6,424

58,510
41,566
127,827
68,590
130,144
55,124

24,687
20,980
35,408
18,477
145,344
14,966

20
22
12
21

32
38
13
44

9

9

24

43

42
45
75
65
40

12,900
7,227
13,647
14,810
5,958

7,130
8,725
17,293
33,021
5,133

99,070
18,353
110,226
240,281
20,044

46,530
23,290
142,888
270,483
20,044

13
39
12
30

15
38
12
12
25

26

11,667

4,530

42,295

15,869

28

28

6

.......
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stable at around 7 percent. The percentage of full owners has declined
from 71 percent in 1950 to 64 percent by 1982. Part-owners rose from 22
percent of operators in 1950 to 29 percent in 1982. The common trend in
both U. S. and Utah has been the increase in the number of part-owner
operators, which has been continuous for the nation as a whole and a
somewhat less rapid rate of growth for Utah (Figure 129).
Organization

The most prevalent form of agricultural business in the United
States and Utah is the fami 1y or i ndi vi dua 11 y operated farm. Partnershi p, corporati ons, and other organi zati ona 1 arrangements 1 ike cooperati ves, estates or trusts, institutional, etc., make up the rest of the
organi zati ona 1 types.
Individual or family farms in the U. S. accounted for 87 percent of
all farms in 1982. Partnerships made up 10 percent of the farms in
1982. Family corporations accounted for 3 percent of total farming
operations in 1982, while nonfamily corporations made up only 0.3
percent. Family corporations were up from 2 percent in 1978, while
'nonfamily corporations held steady at 0.3 percent (Figure 130).
Utah organizational structure changed little between 1978 and 1982.
The percentage of family or individual farms fell by 0.2 percent, while
nonfami 1 y corporations rose by -0.2 percent. These were the onl y
changes.
Looking at the percentage of land control led by the different
organizational type is useful in determining the relative economic power
of the different organizational types. Figure 130 also shows the
percentage of land controlled by each type.
In 1982, in the U. S. family or individuals made up 87 percent of
farm operators, but they control only 65 percent of the farmland.
Partnerships control 15 percent of land but count for only 10 percent of
operators. Total corporations, i.e., family and nonfamily corporations,
account for only 3 percent of operators, but they control 13 percent of
all farmland. Other types of organizations make up 0.5 percent of
operators and contro 1 6.6 percent of the 1and.
In 1982, Utah families or individuals account for 83 percent of
operators but onl y control 46 percent of the 1 and, much 1 ess than the
national average of 65 percent. Partnerships make up 11 percent of
operators but control 20 percent of the land farmed. Corporations, both
fami 1 i a 1 and nonfami 1 i a 1, account for 4 percent of operators; however,
they control 17 percent of farmland. Other organizational types make up
2 percent of operators but control 17 percent of the farmland. So,
families and individuals control a smaller percentage of total farmland
in Utah than the nation as a whole. All other types in Utah control
more than the national average.
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TENURE OF FARM OPERATORS
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Tenure Arrangements of Farm Operators, U.S. and Utah, 1950-1982.
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Summary and Outlook for Future Changes

The dominating trends since 1950 have been increases in the
percentage of large farms both in terms of acreage and gross sales.
Fami 1 y farms are sti 11 the domi nant form in both Utah and U. S.,
although other organizational types control more land per farming
operation.
Since 1950, the number of farms in the United States and Utah has
declined dramatically as farms have been consolidated into larger units.
These large farms have produced a continuously increasing share of total
agricultural output.
Despite the growth in the number of large farms, farming continues
to be one of the least-concentrated sectors of the U. S. economy. The
structure of agriculture is still an exception to the general rule of
modern industrial organization. Production of steel, oil, automobiles,
building material s, and· most other manufactured products tends to be
dominated by a relatively small number of large corporations.
Agricultural inputs are produced by a declining number of multinational
manufacturers as they must consolidate resources to survive the
depressed agricultural economy of the 1980s. In turn, most agricultural
products end up in the possession of large food processing and marketing
companies. This is a marked contrast to the actual production of
agricultural products by millions of farming enterprises.
Farms with sales of $500,000 or more accounted for 30 percent of
total sales in 1982. Generally, they are family corporations or formal
partnerships which are well-equipped and well-managed. In 1982, there
were 28,000 farms in this class. By 1992, this number could reach 40 to
50 thousand and account for at least 40 percent of agricultural
production.
Farms with sales between $100,000 and $500,000 number 275,000 in
1982 and produced 38 percent of agri cu 1 tura 1 producti on. By 1992, thi s
number could decline somewhat as the farms consolidate into larger units
faster than smaller units combine to form units with sales between
$100,000 and $500,000. Approximatel y 40 percent of total agricul tural
output will likely be produced by farms of this class in 1992.
Farms with sales between $40,000 and $100,000 are described as
medium-sized commercial farms. Many people believe that this group does
not have sufficient economic power to survive and compete. This group,
which includes more farms than the large commercial group accounted for
19 percent of agricultural output in 1982. The number of farms in this
category has remained quite steady since 1950. Some have grown into
larger units and have been replaced with farms that have grown from
consolidating smaller units. Off-farm income is important to many farms
in this category. This makes it more difficult to predict what will
happen in this group. A decline in the number of these farms would most
likely be due to the vulnerability of those in this group whose income
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primarily comes from farming now and who cannot find off-farm employment
to supplement farm income in the future.
The part-time commercial group, which includes farms with sales
between $10,000 and $40,000, accounted for almost 23 percent of all
farms but only 9 percent of output in 1982. The number and relative
importance of farms in this group have decl ined steadily since 1950.
Off-farm income provides a substantial part of family income for most of
this group, making farming important as a supplementary but not as a
primary source of income. Historical data and present outlook suggest a
further decrease in importance of this group. For many of these
operations, income from farming is not as important as the satisfaction
of living on a farm. The decision to remain in farming most likely will
not be based on the rate of return to labor or capital invested.
The largest group, in farm numbers, is farms with sales of $10,000
or less. They account for almost 50 percent of all farms but only 3
percent of total output. This large number of units creates confusion,
particul arly among those Qutside the agricul tural community. Al though
politicians and agriculturalists want to keep farm numbers high, these
residential, part-time, and retirement units are not part of commercial
agriculture today. The number of these units declined drastically
between 1950 and 1969. A countertrend appeared in the 1970s mostl y in
Utah and areas where it is easy to 1 i ve .i n the countrysi de and commute
to work. There is, apparentl y, a great deal of sati sfaction in
prod uci",g fre sh vegetab 1 e sand frui ts and then se 1 1 i ng them at a
farmer ' s market or to nei g hbors and/ or fri ends. Se vera 1 mode st enterprises can be sustained while working a forty-hour a week job. This
type of farm will be increasing in number, especially in Utah, as
nonfarm discretionary income raises.
Projections of the future by size of farm are summarized in Table
21. In Utah, particularly, it appears that there will be fewer fa~ms in
the middle-size range. The high interest costs and the increasing
competition from large farming units and from foreign competitors are
moving us rapidly toward large size or else part-time farms.
Implications for Market Organization.

Utah's present farm structure exacerbates the marketing issues
previously noted in this report. Despite the decline in commercial farm
numbers, there are many more commodity producers than commodity buyers
or processors. The increase in small, part-time farms serves to weaken
the bargaining position of producers even more. The increase in largest
farm sizes and continual growth of the commercial farms should
effectively counter some of this pressure however. Producers will, on
balance, continue to be price takers both for inputs purchased and
output so 1 d. Acti ons whi ch uni te or group numerous sma 11 er producers
should al so serve to improve their relative bargaining position.

Table 21
DIRECTIONS OF CHANGE IN FARM NUMBERS
United States and Utah 1982 and 1992
U.S.1
Description of
farm, gross sales, 1982
A.

Large, commercial
( 1 ) Largest ($500,000 and
over
(2) Family ($100,000 499,999)

Numbers of
farms, 1982

28,000

Utah

Projection of
direction and
magnitude of change

Increase, gradual

Numbers of
farms, 1982

Projection of
direction and
magnitude of change

131

Increase, gradual

275,000

Decrease, small

1,163

Increase, gradual

B.

Medium, commercial
($40,000 - 99,999)

333,000

Decrease, steady

1,370

Decrease, small

C.

Part-time - commercial

508,000

Decrease, 1 arge

3,064

Decrease, small

D.

Part-time, retirement and
residential

Constant or small
increase

8,256

Increase, small

1,096,000

1,600,000 to 2,000,000
2,240,000
Total
13,000 to 14,000
13,984
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Source:

Stanton (1984) p.31
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